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This is the second issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 18 (2004).
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.

I hope everyone finds something of interest in this issue. We have a major article this issue which takes a
look at the P-51B/Cs of 3 Sqn RAAF and finally after a long holdup awaiting security clearance the articles
by Ken Bowes on the F/A-18 Hornets and C-130 Hercules in Operation Bastille/Falconer in the MEAO. The
second part of the 450 Sqn article covering the P-40N versions will be published next issue.

Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.

In addition we have Ryan Hamilton's articles on the Bougainville Iroquois, N29 Kaman SH-2G(A) Seasprite
and an update on the A30 Wedgetail programme. Other articles are on the ASLAVs in Iraq, an additional
set of photos of Avro Cadet VH-BJB plus a set of detailed photos of RSLA Twin Squirrel VH-HRT from the
collection of the late Ross Anderson. Finally we have our regular features on photos from the collection of
the Aviation Heritage Museum WA and RAAF Oddities by myself.

Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

Editor
Steve Mackenzie

I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Ken Bowes, Mick Elst, Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton, DOD & the late
Ross Anderson plus the WWII vets named in my 3 Sqn article. Obviously I also am grateful to the following
people who have assisted with other material - Matt Ward, Gary Byk and Chris Davies for the review materials. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
I would especially like to thank Mick Elst for making available the large number of photos from our Mar, Apr
and May meetings plus the ACTSMS show which we visited on 30th May. The club website also has further
photos from those 3 months taken by Gary Wickham & Dave Connolly at 'www.ipmsnsw.org'.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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+RUQHWVLQ2S%DVWLOOH)DOFRQHU
By Ken Bowes
Operation Bastille
On February 7th 2003 the Australian Government announced the
forward deployment of Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) units to the
Middle East Area of Operations (MEAO). The intent of this deployment was to add to diplomatic pressure on Saddam Hussein to resolve fully, finally and verifiably the question of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). It was felt that only by maintaining the pressure –
and leaving no doubt about the consequences of non-compliance –
will there be a chance of a diplomatic solution in the stand-off between the UN and the Iraqi Government This deployment was to be
part of Operation Bastille, the announcement following that of the deployment of a Special Forces Task Group and Navy ships on the
same operation. The objective of Op Bastille was to ensure that the
ADF was given the best possible opportunity to prepare for the possibility of conflict in the event that a diplomatic solution could not be
found. The deployments were also designed to support the United
Nations disarmament process by contributing to pressure on Iraq to
comply with its international obligations to end its program of weapons of mass destruction.
The RAAF elements committed to Op Bastille included a squadron of
14 F/A-18A Hornet aircraft and three C130 Hercules transport aircraft. The C-130 detachment, from both 36 SQN and 37 SQN was
farewelled from RAAF Base Richmond on the 7th of February, whilst
the Hornet squadron, drawn largely from 75 SQN, were farewelled
from RAAF Base Tindal on the 8th. The RAAF units arrived at their
deployment bases in the MEAO between the 10th and 16th of February, from which time they commenced training operations to assist
familiarisation with the operational environment.

ployed to Malta in the 1950s, whilst 79 Sqn operated from Ubon, defending North East Thailand under a SEATO commitment from 1962
to 1968. More Recently 3 and 77 Squadrons deployed to Diego Garcia under Operation Slipper, the Australian contribution to the War on
Terror. All these deployments were distinctly defensive in nature.)

The F/A-18 Hornet in Action
Operation Falconer
Diplomatic efforts to convince the Iraqi Regime to comply with UN
resolutions ultimately failed and as a result the Coalition launched
Operation Iraqi Freedom on 19/20 March 2003 with a missile strike
on key facilities in Baghdad, widely reported as targeting Saddam
Hussein himself. The commitment of ADF units to Coalition operations against Iraq, as announced by the Prime Minister was given the
name Operation Falconer. Both the Hornet Squadron and C-130 Detachment immediately commenced operations, with both making significant contributions to the Coalition effort.
The use of RAAF fighters in Operation Falconer was of particular historical significance. 75 Squadrons combat air patrols into Iraqi airspace marked first time that an RAAF fighter squadron had conducted offensive combat operations since 77 Squadron deployed to
South Korea with its P-51 Mustangs in 1950*. There was an even
deeper historic connection to the MEAO as RAAF pilots renewed acquaintance with towns such as Basrah and Al Kut, familiar to the aircrew of Mesopotamian Half-flight which had operated through the
same region between May and August 1915 in the very first overseas
deployment of Australian combat aircraft. Much of the terrain that had
been reconnoitered by the Half-Flight during the early Middle-East
Campaigns of WWI was to become the principal operating area of
the RAAF Hornet squadron 88 years later.

The types of missions undertaken by the RAAF Hornets between 20
March and 2 May 2003 ranged from defensive counter-air (DCA) to
close air support (CAS), and strike. The full multi-role capability of the
F/A-18 was exploited, with aircraft on DCA sorties being armed for
both air to air and air to ground missions, whilst those on CAS or
strike missions carried sufficient air to air weapons to deal with any
latent threat from the Iraqi Air Force. This allowed the aircraft to respond to a wide range of tasks, including defending against hostile
fighters or striking a target of opportunity on the ground. The Hornets
were able to achieve this level of flexibility because they operated as
part of an extensive air operations command and control system that
included coverage from airborne early warning control aircraft, (US
and RAF E-3 Sentry AWACs), electronic warfare aircraft, and air-toair refuellers. Working together, these capabilities provided complete
and responsive air cover over a wide area. Missions such as these
could last several hours and involve multiple refuellings.
A typical weapons loadout used for a DCA mission over Iraq would
be as follows:
2 x AIM-9 Sidewinders on station 1 and 9
3 x AIM-120 AMRAAMs on stations 8 and 6
1 x GBU-12 500lb Laser Guided Bomb on station 2
1 x AAS-38 Nighthawk FLIR pod on station 4
3 x external fuel tanks on stations 3,5 and 7

(* There have of course been other deployments of RAAF fighter
squadrons in the period since 1953. 78 WG (75 and 76 Sqns) de-

See Next page for graphic of loadout.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037

Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW
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The first bomb to be dropped in combat by an RAAF aircraft since 2
Squadron Canberras ended their Vietnam War operations in 1972
was delivered on 22 March 2003 onto a time-sensitive military target.
* The aircraft to which the honour fell was F/A-18 A21-22. This aircraft
was a 75 SQN airframe with the older style of black squadron markings and full colour RAAF roundels. At the time of this mission it was
configured with the standard DCA weapons load mentioned above.
(* The last time an RAAF fighter aircraft dropped ordnance in anger
was during Operations Firedog One and Two in August 1959 and
June 1960 respectively. 78 WG Sabres (3 and 77 Sqns at this time)
attacked suspected Communist Terrorist positions in Northern Malaya
during the Malayan Emergency whilst based at Butterworth).
A number of pre-planned strike missions were flown during Operation
Falconer in conjunction with the DCA effort. The targets of these
strikes included the Iraqi 10th Armoured Division Headquarters and a
regional Iraqi Intelligence Services facility. Only three aircraft flew
strike missions carrying GBU-10s. These were A21-12, 40 and 43. All

4
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of these missions were considered successful.
Strike aircraft flew missions in two configurations as outlined below:
2 x AIM-9 Sidewinders on station 1 and 9
1 x AIM-120 AMRAAM on station 6
2 x GBU-10 2000lb or 2 x GBU-12 500lb Laser Guided Bombs on
stations 2 and 8
1 x AAS-38 Nighthawk FLIR pod on station 4
3 x external fuel tanks on stations 3,5 and 7
When flying close air support (CAS) missions, which made up the
majority of the missions flown over Iraq, a CAS configuration was
typically used. This was identical to the strike configuration above but
was limited to two GBU-12 LGBs.

By the end of the campaign the Hornet Squadron had acquitted itself
well, flying over 350 sorties and dropping over 120 LGBs. CAS was
provided to both 1 Marine Expeditionary Force and US Army V Corps
units as they advanced towards Baghdad. The types of targets struck
by the Hornets ranged from tanks to artillery and airfield infrastructure.
These missions were wide ranging covering Iraq from Al Kut and Al
Amarah in the South to Baghdad and Tikrit in the North. Other areas
which received attention from the Hornet Squadron were in the vicinity
of Abinaria Dam, Al Rasheed airfield and Al Assad airfield in Western
Iraq. On 12 April 2003 the F/A-18s were called on to provide close air
support to Australian Special Forces as they moved against objectives
at Al Assad. Once again this was the first time such an operation,
where RAAF aircraft directly supported Australian ground forces, had
occurred since the Vietnam War.

Hornet Aircraft Deployed on Op Bastille/Falconer
The fourteen F/A-18 Hornets that were deployed to the MEAO with
the Hornet Squadron were:
A21-12, 14, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 37, 38, 40, 43, 49, 52 and 55.
The aircraft deployed were drawn from across the entire RAAF fighter
fleet (A21-1 to 57), all being delivered to the RAAF between 1986 and
1990. The aircraft had been subjected to Hornet Upgrade Phase 2.1
program and therefore closely match US Navy and Marine F/A-18A+
aircraft. Features of these aircraft include the APG-73 radar, avionics
and navigation system upgrades. All three current RAAF fighter squadrons (3, 75 and 77) contributed aircraft and they remained in their original squadron marking schemes for the deployment. The major change
was the addition of a small dark Grey Australian flag in place of the old
full colour fin-flash on all aircraft. The camouflage finish was the standard RAAF Hornet scheme of FS 35237 uppersurfaces over FS 36375.
From approximately mid-April onwards bomb logs were painted on the
upper left hand side of the nose of individual aircraft denoting missions
were ordnance was released. These logs were still visible on some airframes as late as December 2003 but are gradually disappearing as
jets enter deeper maintenance.
Unlike other Coalition partners, the RAF and USAF, the application of
nose art during the campaign was extremely limited on RAAF Hornets.
Only one aircraft received artwork in theatre, A21-38. The origin of the
artwork is not fully known, but it was placed on the jet at the behest of
an RAF Reserve unit deployed to the same operating base. The unit
members claimed that it had been used on Spitfires in WWII and leads
to the conclusion that they may have been part of a unit with lineage
back to 603 Squadron, Auxiliary Air Force. The second aircraft, A21-55,
bore a small design commemorating the 85th Anniversary of 3 Squadron. This design dated back to 2001 and had been created by CPL
Paul Mason.
Distinct variations in markings between the RAAF Hornet squadrons
are apparent from photos of the Hornet Squadrons aircraft in the
MEAO. 3 Sqn had fully toned down its aircraft with all markings appearing in lo-viz grays. 77 Sqn had removed the white from their Squadron
colours, leaving the Brunswick Green and had also adopted lo-viz Grey
roundels, but left all serial numbers in black, whilst 75 Sqn toned down
their squadron colours and serials (dark Grey vice black) but retained
full colour roundels. No aircrew names or other unique identifying markings were carried on the jets for reasons of operational security. This
practice is in common with the USAF in the theatre.
Anomalies existed even between aircraft drawn from the same squadron. One was the historically important A21-22, which retained the
older full black style Squadron colours of 75 Sqn. Close examination
also shows the direction of the Magpie varies. 75 Sqn’s Magpie has
been applied incorrectly since re-equipping with F/A-18s in the late
1980s. Heraldry requires an animal to face the direction of the enemy
(or nose of the aircraft). On Hornets this was interpreted as the head of
the bird, but as the bird is looking back over its shoulder the correct orientation should be chest forward as on A21-20 and A21-12. This
change is being made on the aircraft as they receive repaints. One zap
worth noting was the replacement of the 77 Sqn Korean Peace Lion
with lo-viz Magpies on A21-20 (this aircraft had formerly been one of
the overall Gunship Gray colour trials aircraft in the early to mid 1990s).

Modelling an Op Falconer Hornet
The following changes should be made to any standard A model Hornet kit in order to replicate an Operation Falconer Hornet:

Dark Grey Squadron Australian flag as carried on the Port
and Starboard vertical tails. Credit: photos - Ken Bowes.

A. fitting swept style antennas to the spine and undernose in place of
the previous upright versions;
B. adding the IFF "bird slicer" antenna on the nose forward of the
windscreen;
C. adding the GPS antenna dome on the spine; and
D. adding a dummy catapult bar. This bar is the same length and
weight as the original but is made from square section tapered metal
(see the photos) with none of the necessary parts to engaged the catapult. This mod was designed to reduce nosewheel shimmy that had
plagued the aircraft since it first entered RAAF service.
The recently released Academy 1/32 F/A-18C kit is the best base kit for
such a model, requiring only the modification of the tail fins to A model
standard, application of the RWR fairings and the addition of the GPS
dome on the spine to create an accurate replica.

Editor's Note - Full details of the modifications required, complete
with illustrations to show the changes is available in Ryan Hamilton's
article on the Hornet HUG programme in issue 17/3 of 'in Miniature',
available as a back issue for those who were not a member in 2003.
Aside from the external differences between the standard A model
Hornet and an upgraded Australian aircraft, the following is worth noting. The aircraft spent much of their time in the open at their deployed
location, being exposed to several fierce dust storms. Coupled with a
high rate of effort (12 sorties per day) this resulted in some quite heavy
weathering over the entire airframe. Another point worth noting was
that during the HUG Phase 2.1 upgrade the fitting of the IFF antenna
saw the modified area receive fresh paint whilst the rest of the airframe
remained sometimes quite dirty and faded. This nose dis-colouration is
very obvious and was even still apparent on the heavily weathered Falconer aircraft:
Further reading and Defence PR photographs of ADF Units involved in
Op Falconer can be found at "http://www.defence.gov.au/opfalconer"
on the internet.
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Hornet Aircraft Deployed on Op Bastille/Falconer

75 Squadron Airframes

The fourteen F/A-18 Hornets that were deployed to the MEAO with
the Hornet Squadron were: A21-12, 14, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 37, 38, 40,
43, 49, 52 and 55. The deployment was officially based around 75 Sqn
(thus they contributed the largest proportion) but a number of airframes and personnel were also drawn from 3 and 77 Sqns (it is believed that was in order to deploy a selection of airframes they were
not due for major servicing within a reasonably long period).

75 Sqn toned down their squadron colours and serials (Dark Grey
vice Black) but retained full colour roundels. No aircrew names or
other unique identifying markings were carried on the jets for reasons
of operational security. Anomalies existed even between aircraft drawn
from the same squadron. One was the historically important A21-22,
which retained the older full Black style Squadron colours of 75 Sqn.

Editor - Ken supplied the text making up pages 1 & 2 of this article
plus a large number of photos of the different airframes. I have decided that the best way to approach this is to look at the machines
from each Sqn in turn, pointing out the differences between the markings on individual airframes (which could differ). The notes with each
airframe are mainly based on the info supplied by Ken in the main
body of the article, plus a small amount sourced from my own knowledge of the subject (Steve).

Close examination also shows the direction of the Magpie varies. 75
Sqn’s Magpie has been applied incorrectly since re-equipping with F/
A-18s in the late 1980s. Heraldry requires an animal to face the direction of the enemy (or nose of the aircraft). On Hornets this was interpreted as the head of the bird, but as the bird is looking back over its
shoulder the correct orientation should be chest forward as on A21-20
and A21-12. This change is being made on the aircraft as they receive
repaints.

A21-12

Dark Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard. Magpie faces chest forward on both sides. 8 mission bomb log
carried. Credits: First 5 photos - Ken Bowes. Photo 6 - DOD via Ken Bowes.

6
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A21-22

Rarely photographed. Black Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard. Magpie faces chest rearward on both sides.
Credit: DOD via Ken Bowes.

A21-23
Dark Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard. Magpie faces chest forward on both sides. 7 mission
bomb log carried.
Credits: First 3 photos - Ken Bowes. Photos 4 & 5 - DOD via Ken
Bowes.
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75 Squadron Airframes continued

A21-27

Dark Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard. Magpie faces chest rearward on both sides. 6 mission bomb log
carried. By Dec 2003, another photo shows that although the bomb log was still carried at that time, the orientation of the Magpie
had been corrected. Credits: First 2 photos - Ken Bowes. Photos 3 to 8 - DOD via Ken Bowes.

8
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A21-38

Dark Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard. Magpie faces chest rearward on both sides. Unknown at this
stage whether a mission bomb log was carried. This was the only aircraft that received artwork in theatre. The origin of the artwork is not fully known, but it was placed on the jet at the behest of an RAF Reserve unit deployed to the same operating base.
The unit members claimed that it had been used on Spitfires in WWII and leads to the conclusion that they may have been part
of a unit with lineage back to 603 Squadron, Auxiliary Air Force. Editor's Note - I can confirm that elements of 603 Sqn
RAuxAF were deployed for General Duties in connection with Operation Telic in 2003. Credit: First 2 photos - DOD via Ken Bowes.
Photo 3 to 6 - Ken Bowes.
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A21-43

Dark Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail checkerboard.
Magpie faces chest rearward on both sides. 6 mission bomb log
carried. Credits: First photo - DOD via Ken Bowes. Photos 2 to 7 - Ken
Bowes.

10
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3 Squadron Airframes
Distinct variations in markings between the RAAF Hornet squadrons
are apparent from photos of the Hornet Squadrons aircraft in the
MEAO. 3 Sqn had fully toned down its aircraft with all markings appearing in lo-viz grays (note however that the spine markings are a
much lighter Grey than the others, possibly Ghost Grey). The serials
on the rear fuselage are also in Ghost Grey, unlike the ones on the
nose doors and tail tips which are the darker Grey colour.

No aircrew names or other unique identifying markings were carried
on the jets for reasons of operational security. This practice is in common with the USAF in the theatre. Unlike other Coalition partners, the
RAF and USAF, the application of nose art during the campaign was
extremely limited on RAAF Hornets. One aircraft, A21-55, bore a
small design commemorating the 85th Anniversary of 3 Squadron.
This design dated back to 2001 and had been created by CPL Paul
Mason.

A21-14

Lo-viz Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail (Southern Cross). Unknown whether mission bomb log carried. Another rarely
photographed airframe. Credits: First photo - Ken Bowes. Photo 2 - DOD via Ken Bowes.

A21-37

Lo-viz Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail (Southern Cross). 4 mission bomb log carried. Once again a rarely photographed airframe. Credit: Both photos Ken Bowes.

A21-52

Lo-viz Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail (Southern Cross). 5 mission bomb log carried. Credits: First 3 photos - Ken
Bowes. Photos 4 & 5 - DOD via Ken Bowes. See over page for remaining 3 photos
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A21-55

Lo-viz Grey Squadron markings on spine and tail (Southern Cross). 8 mission bomb log carried. Credits: First 3 photos - Ken
Bowes. Photos 4 & 5 - DOD via Ken Bowes.
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77 Squadron Airframes
Distinct variations in markings between the RAAF Hornet squadrons
are apparent from photos of the Hornet Squadrons aircraft in the
MEAO. 77 Sqn had removed the white from their Squadron colours,
leaving the Brunswick Green and had also adopted lo-viz Grey roundels, but left all serial numbers in black. Also note that the tips of the
Radome noses are a Whitish colour on most of their airframes different the Light Tan colour on those of the other Squadrons.

No aircrew names or other unique identifying markings were carried
on the jets for reasons of operational security. This practice is in common with the USAF in the theatre. One zap worth noting was the replacement of the 77 Sqn Korean Peace Lion with lo-viz Magpies on
A21-20 (this aircraft had formerly been one of the overall Gunship
Gray colour trials aircraft in the early to mid 1990s).

A21-19

Lo-viz Brunswick Green Squadron markings on spine and tail with all serials in Black. 3 mission bomb log carried. Credits: First
2 photos - Ken Bowes. Photos 3 & 4 - DOD via Ken Bowes.

A21-20

Lo-viz Brunswick Green Squadron markings on spine and tail with all serials in Black. 3 mission bomb log carried. Note the zap
where 75 Sqn personnel have replaced the 'Grumpy Monkey' in the spine markings with the 75 Sqn 'Magpie'. The last photo
taken in 1995 shows this airframe when it was painted in the experimental overall Gunship Gray scheme. Credit: Ken Bowes except #5 which is DOD via Ken Bowes. See over page for remaining 4 photos
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A21-40
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A21-40 – Lo-viz Brunswick Green Squadron markings on spine
and tail with all serials in Black. 3 mission bomb log carried.
Credits: photos 1 to 4 & 7 to 8 - Ken Bowes. Photos 5 to 6 & 9 to 10 DOD via Ken Bowes.

A21-49 (below) – Lo-viz Brunswick Green Squadron markings
on spine and tail with all serials in Black. 5 mission bomb log
carried. Credits: Photos - Ken Bowes.
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Miscellanous Images
1st – The badge of 603 Sqn
RAuxAF showing the centrepiece identical to the insignia
painted on A21-38. 2nd - an
overall view of the flightline.
Credits: All via Ken Bowes.

A series of photos showing various RAAF Hornets being refuelled by USAF tankers. In the second row note the position of the
underwing roundels (this is a 75 Sqn airframe) plus the fact that upperwing roundels are not carried. The last photo shows a 75
Sqn marking carried on the wing pylon. Credits: - DOD via Ken Bowes except for the 'zap' which was taken by Ken.
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Photos 1 & 2 - Photos taken during the deployment in Mar &
Apr 2003. Photos 3 to 5 - Taken during the visits of Defence
Minister Hill (on the 22nd Apr) and P.M Howard (03 May) to
the MEAO. Note the weathering on the tails of A21-27 and
A21-38 visible in the background of the P.M Howard photos.
Photos 6 & 7 - Photos show the preparations for and subsequent takeoff of the Hornets for their return to Australia on 12
May 2003.
Credits: All Photos - DOD via Ken Bowes & Steve Mackenzie.

Editors Notes - The photos credited to Ken Bowes on the various
pages were taken by him when he was part of the party accompanying the P.M to the RAAF Hornet's operating base at Al Udeid air base,
near Doha in Qatar on 03 May 2003 (Ken was with Headquarters in
Qatar and did not have access to the Hornets at other times). Thus
his photos are taken after the major actions had ended and the Hornets are carrying their mission symbols by that time.
The Department of Defence (DOD) photos were taken at various
times from their initial arrival in theatre on 8th Feb till their return
home on 12th May.
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C-130H Hercules A97-012 on the ramp at Baghdad International Airport. Photo Ken Bowes

By Ken Bowes
In addition to the Hornet Squadron, a C-130 Detachment was deployed to the MEAO. This consisted of two C-130H and one C-130J30 aircraft drawn from RAAF Richmond. The first C-130 arrived in
theatre on 10 February and missions commenced on 22 February. By
19 March, when Operation Falconer began, the detachment had
passed 1,000,000 lbs of cargo carried (Hercules loads are still worked
out in pounds given their US origin, complicating the life of an Australian load planner) and over 500 passengers. With the commencement
of hostilities the C-130s flew Special Forces support and intra-theatre
transport missions. Their rate of effort was such that the US planners
at first assumed that the RAAF had deployed an entire squadron of C130s. The first missions into Iraq (to Tallil Air Base in the South) occurred on 30 March, while the first mission into Baghdad happened on
12 April as part of the humanitarian airlift Operation Baghdad Assist.
The detachment Passed 2,000,000 lbs carried and over 700 passengers on 10 April, whilst an RAAF C-130 flew the first fixed wing coalition aero-medical evacuation out of Baghdad on 14 April. 2,270,000
lbs of freight and over 900 passengers had been carried as at 15 April,
with the 100th mission coming on 17 April. One of the highlights was
to fly the first Coalition mission into Al Assad Air Base in Western Iraq
to resupply the SAS Squadron that had captured the base.
The C-130s deployed for Operation Bastille and Falconer were the H
Models A97-009 and A97-012, whilst A97-466 was one of several C130J-30 aircraft which rotated through the MEAO. Aircraft 009 was in
the overall Ti-Tree Green trials camouflage scheme, whilst aircraft 012
wore the current standard three colour disruptive scheme. To accurately model an Op Falconer C-130 the modeller requires a Rons
Resin update for both of the Italeri kits (H and J), whilst to complete a
J Model a stretch fuselage plug conversion is also required for the
dash 30 model used by the RAAF. In addition the C-130H requires
fitting of the Self-Protection modifications installed in the early 1990s.
In addition to the F/A-18 & C-130 units, other ADF involvement included an SAS Squadron, ANZAC and Adelaide Class Frigates,
HMAS Kanimbla, P-3 Orions drawn from 92 WG and elements of 2
Cavalry Regiment and 4RAR (Commando) in the Baghdad Security
Detachment. Further reading and Defence PR photographs of ADF
Units involved in Op Falconer can be found at "http://www.defence.
gov.au/opfalconer" .
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2 further photos of C-130H Hercules A97-012 on the ramp at
Baghdad International Airport. Photos Ken Bowes

1st row – C-130H Hercules A97-009 (the 'Tea Green' one)
and A97-012 in the MEAO. Photos Defence Dept via Ken
Bowes.
2nd & 3rd rows – 3 further photos of C-130H Hercules A97009 at BIAP during the P.M's visit to the MEAO on 09 May
2003. Photos Defence Dept (added by the Editor).

These photos inside the cockpit of A97-010 were taken on 23 Jun by which time the operations were under the name of Operation Catalyst. Photos Defence Dept (added by the Editor)
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Further photos of A97-010 taken on 23 Jun 2003 (except the
last taken 23 Jul) by which time the operations were under
the name of Operation Catalyst. Photos Defence Dept (added
by the Editor)

A couple of additional photos of F/A-18 A21-12 from 75 Sqn which did not fit into the layout on page 6. Photos – Ken Bowes

20
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ASLAV-PC, Vehicle No. 16116, Troop No 33-E on security patrol in Baghdad.
Australia's Iraq contingent may have returned home to parades and
warm welcomes but one small detachment is still serving in Baghdad.
On the 1st May 2003 the Government decided to adjust Australia's
military commitment in Iraq as coalition operations transition from offensive combat operations to stabilisation and recovery operations.
The name for the Australian Defence contribution to the rehabilitation
of Iraq is known as Operation Catalyst.
Known as the Australian Security Detachment or SECDET, the 75strong unit is guarding the Australian diplomatic compound in the central Baghdad suburb of Jadriya, patrolling the surrounding area and
escorting diplomats as they move about the city. The detachment was
put together for the task and includes soldiers - all male - from the 2nd
Battalion RAR, 3rd Combat Engineers and 3rd Combat Support Regiment, based in Townsville, the 2nd Cavalry Regiment, based in Darwin, and the 1st Military Police Battalion, based in Brisbane.
Apart from securing the area around the Australian compound, the
troops use 13-tonne ASLAV armoured vehicles to escort diplomatic
personnel who travel around the city in civilian armoured cars. The
detachment is based in the shell of an uncompleted apartment block
beside the diplomatic compound, and living conditions are rudimentary. The men initially slept on cots in bare concrete rooms, with only
electric fans to relieve the stifling heat.
The 3 ASLAV vehicles (2 x ASLAV-25 and 1 x ASLAV-PC) were
loaded onboard a commercial AN-124 freighter on 1st May 2003 and
flown to an undisclosed destination in the MEAO. Here they were to be
transferred to USAF transport for shipping to Baghdad IAP.
Photos taken at the time show that the 3 vehicles deployed were as
follows:
ASLAV-25, Vehicle No. 16024, Troop No 32-A, Individual Name None known
ASLAV-25, Vehicle No. 16046, Troop No 33-A, Individual Name 'Crusin'
ASLAV-PC, Vehicle No. 16116, Troop No 33-E, Individual Name 'Chameleon'

They were all in standard ADF 3 tone camo as used on this type and
at the time of shipping had White squares with the manifest details
covering the Orange I.D panels which were apparently applied in Australia before deployment.
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These 4 photos (plus the 2 on the previous page) show the
ASLAVs being loaded for departure from Australia in May 03.

The 3 vehicles apparently arrived at BIAP on 8th May 2003 after being flown from their initial destination in the MEAO by USAF C-17 transport.
The photos below were taken by Ken Bowes at BIAP on their arrival. Note that the Orange I.D panels have now been mostly uncovered.
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Above is a batch of Dept Defence photos dated 08 May 03 of the vehicles at BIAP and surrounds.
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An ASLAV-25 is positioned on a Baghdad street, near the Australian Embassy Residence.
A security detachment of about 75 personnel to protect the Australian
Representative Mission was established. The detachment also provides protection and escort for Australian Government personnel working in Baghdad. The detachment comprised a troop of three Australian
Light Armoured Vehicles (ASLAV) and 15 personnel from the Darwinbased 2nd Cavalry Regiment, an infantry platoon of 35 from the 2nd

Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment based in Townsville, communications and logistics elements from 3rd Brigade in Townsville and
personnel from the 1st Military Police Battalion from Brisbane. The
security detachment relieved an interim security force from the 4 RAR
(Commando) task group already deployed in Baghdad.
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The 3 ASLAV vehicles (2 x ASLAV-25 and 1 x ASLAV-PC) positioned on a Baghdad street, near the Australian Embassy Residence for security.
Some points to note in the above 7 photos (including the heading
photo) taken on 18 May 03 are that an I.D No of 23^ has been added in
Black tape (already peeling) to the sides and rear of each vehicle and
that the original Troop No is painted above the engine deck (32-A in the
example seen). Also note how much gear is stowed externally.
Interesting also is the Landrover 110 model (I think) partly visible in one
photo. This probably deployed with the interim security force from the 4
RAR (Commando) task group previously deployed in Baghdad.
The other main task of the Australian Security Detachment or SECDET,
is patrolling the surrounding area and escorting diplomats as they move
about the city. The Diplomats and other VIPs such as Senator Hill and
P.M Howard during their visits usually utilise civilian vehicles (some of
which have also received Orange I.D panels at times) travelling in convoy with the ASLAVs.
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The previous 8 photos taken in May, June and Nov 03 show
the ASLAVS patrolling the surrounding area and escorting
diplomats as they move about the city.
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The personnel from the Security Detachment normally rotate after doing ASLAV-PC, Vehicle No. unk, Troop No 23-unk, Individual Name a 6 month employment in Iraq. The big question is whether they rotate 'Roma'
the ASLAVs themselves or not. It is hard to tell as only a limited number of photos are available since the initial period of May/ June 2003. The above three were all photographed in Apr/ May 04. By that stage
As one vehicle 16046 is known to be the same it is probable that the the Orange I.D panels and I.D No of 23^ appear to be no longer carried.
same vehicles have remained with only the Troop Nos and names being changed as different troops from 2 Cav deploy for their stint.
If modelling these vehicles, note that they normally have large amounts
of 'kit' stowed all over the exterior.
Photos taken at the time show the following I.Ds:
All photo’s kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre
ASLAV-PC, Vehicle No. unk, Troop No 31-D, Individual Name - except those credited to Ken Bowes.
'Conrov' in Nov 03
Article by Steve Mackenzie. Thanks to Ken Bowes for use of several of
Later known identities are :
his personal photos.
ASLAV-25, Vehicle No. unk, Troop No unk, Individual Name - Stop Press – the Australian Govt has just announced in Jul 04 that an
'Renn___'
additional six ASLAV vehicles are to be deployed to Iraq for security
purposes.
ASLAV-25, Vehicle No. 16046, Troop No 33-B, Individual Name 'Rugby'
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Airframe N29-161656 (840) shown during trials held off of HMAS Warramunga (Anzac class) in Sydney on 03 Nov 2003.

By Ryan Hamilton
In the early 1990s the Navy requested the purchase of a number of
Open Water Patrol vessels, which included the use of a small naval
helicopter. Due to the reduced size of the patrol vessel and its flight
deck (smaller then the current ANZAC frigate), the Seahawk was found
to be unsuitable and a tender was called, for a new helicopter. Two
finalist emerged, the Westland Lynx, and the Kaman Sea Sprite - the
Sea Sprite winning due to its commonality with the Seahawk (engines
and other systems). Unfortunately the contract for the eleven new Sea
Sprite were signed just two weeks before the decision to cancel the
open water patrol vessels, after Malaysia, the partner in the deal, pulled
out. Since the Navy had also purchased the ANZAC frigate, it was decided to continue with the Sea Sprite purchase, rather then cancel it
and buy additional Seahawks. In hindsight this would now have been a
cheaper option as to date the project has cost $1.016 billion.
There has been plenty of bad press about cost over-runs and the integration problems associated with the new weapon systems. The Australian Super G Sea Sprite differs from those of New Zealand, Poland,
and Egypt in that it has a crew of two, one pilot and one weapon systems officer. The ADF concluded that the lifetime, onboard costs would
be reduced if the crew were reduced to two, especially with the advances with weapons systems technology. Other Sea Sprites operators
carry two pilots and a weapons systems officer.

Airframe N29-161656 (840) was the first one provisionally accepted for limited service during a ceremony at HMAS Albatross
on 18 Oct 2003. No, the airframes are NOT this glossy in actual
service use. Photos : DOD.
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The first of the helicopters were formally provisionally accepted in
October 2003, and are operated by 805 Squadron at HMAS Albatross
in Nowra. 805 Squadron was reactivating after it was disbanded after
the sale of the Douglas Skyhawks.
Although the eleven airframes have been in service with the US Navy
for over thirty years, the contract with Kaman stated that the airframes
were to be “Zero timed”, effectively making them as good as new.
This resulted in Kaman having to replace up to 70% of the original
airframe at a fraction of the cost of a new aircraft.
The first of the 11 Super Seasprite helicopters was provisionally accepted by Defence at a ceremony in Nowra on 18 October 2003 for
testing, evaluation and training. Two airframes were handed over to
the Navy and are currently used to train pilots (no the weapon systems) and evaluate onboard procedures for ANZAC frigates, including
landing, lash-down and stowage.
Tenix have since taken over the weapon system integration and it is
anticipated that all aircraft will be delivered and operational from mid
2005. The helicopters will be equipped with a sophisticated suite of
sensors and weapons systems, making it the most capable naval helicopter in its class. The primary weapon systems include the ‘Penguin’
anti-ship missile and to the Mk 46 anti-submarine warfare torpedo.
Machine guns are able to be mounted in the doorways of the rear
cabin for support of Navy operations.

Once all Navy Sea Sprites are accepted into service, they will provide
the primary anti-surface weapon system for the Navy’s fleet of eight
ANZAC class frigates, with up to six aircraft deployed at sea at any
one time. The navy also has four spare airframes in storage at the
AMARC facility in the USA to source for spares.
Current airframes include - N29-149024 (841), N29-149773 (842),
N29-150156 (843), N29-150160 (844), N29-151310 (845), N29151329 (846), N29-152205 (847), N29-161656 (840), N29-161913
(848), N29-161914 (849), N29-163210 (850).
Airframes in storage in the USA are 151316, 151330, 152204,
152206.

References
1. Department of Defence – Media centre - "http://www.defence.gov.
au/".
2. Australian Serials Website – "http://www.adf-serials.com/".
All photo’s kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.

This page and next (total 5 photos) of airframe N29-161656 (840) shown during trials held off of HMAS Warramunga (Anzac
class) in Sydney on 03 Nov 2003. Photos : DOD
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To date, there have been three models released of the Sea Sprite, two
in 1/72 and one in 1/48.

1/72 Scale
Fujimi – Released in the 1970s with basic detail and a decal cockpit.
Currently out of production and difficult to locate.

most advanced navy helicopter in its class, it has enough aerials,
bumps, and sensors to match. Although some of the equipment, such
as SATNAV and warning receivers are standard and easy to notice,
many other aerials are not documented. At this point you are best to
refer to reference material or the photo’s in this article for their specific
locations.

Engines - All available kits are SH-2F with the older style engines.

Airfix – Although currently out of production, it can be readily available
from most model shops with a short search. Although the model is
showing its age of nearly 20 years, it is still of good standard and can
be converted into the Super “G” with some work. Raised panel lines.

To modify these into the Australian Seasprite, remove the engines and
associated fairings and replace with scratch build engines. Although
the engine fronts are similar to the Boeing Apache, the engine rears
are cylindrical and will have to be sourced elsewhere.

For those modellers in Sydney, check out the 1/72 ANZAC frigate on
display at Growing Men’s Store in Hornsby, complete with a RAN
‘Super G’ Sea Sprite on the rear deck.

Nose – Requires the addition of four (EW) sensors, two landing

1/48 Scale

Weapons Stations – The Sea Sprite has identical weapon sta-

Matchbox (Revell) – For 1/48, this kit is basic and lacks detail. Overall
this kit is a good starting point for the Australian Sea Sprite, similar to
the Airfix kit. There is some minor raised detail, decal cockpit, but lacks
much of the external detail required for the “Super G”.

tions on the port and starboard fuselage. There are four weapon stations, the two rear stations are typically used for fuel tanks and the two
forward stations which are used for either Mk 41 Torpedoes or the Penguin missile. The Penguin missile has a unique pylon to handle the
large size of the missile, and is reduced when torpedoes are carried.

Modelling the RAN SH-2 (G) Super Seasprite –

Rotors - The main rotors and hub are adequate, but are missing a

Cockpit – All changes in the cockpit are a result of modernization,
the removal of the second pilot and moving the observer from the rear
cabin, into the cockpit. The front instrument console consists of four
large LCD screens which can be used for both flight controls or mission
tasking. Typically the engine controls remained on the over head console, with the central console devoted to mission, radio and navigation
tasks.
Colour scheme –
Cockpit – Black
Seats - Black with olive green covers
Instruments – Black with gloss Black screens (Instruments are not visible until power is introduced into the cockpit.

lights, one aerial, and the FLIR ball. Refer to reference photo’s for their
locations.

large amount of detail such as hydraulic lines. These are easily reproduced with good references and stretched. As for the tail rotor, all available models represent the drive shaft in a housing, where the drive
system on the top of the tail is exposed on the real helicopter. This will
have to be scratch built.

Undercarriage – Remove the undercarriage doors, and modify the
undercarriage fairing into two parts, one piece for the rear, and one
above the wheel well (refer to reference photo’s). The wheels are
slightly under detailed, along with the undercarriage legs. You will need
to add tie down points on the main wheels, along with brake wires.
Decals – Decals for the 1/72 RAN Super Seasprite are available from
Hawkeye Models Australia, and the 1/48 set should be available later
this year. These decals are screen printed and consist of one complete
set of data and serials for all helicopters in service. Highly recommended.

Rear Cabin – As the Australian Super Seasprite does not carry the
observer in the rear cabin, and this space in now utilized for general
use. Typically it has a row of web seating is situated along the starboard fuselage side or rear cabin wall and general SAR equipment is
located in front of the port side sliding door. Not that Australian Sea
Sprites have a sliding door on the port fuselage.
Interior Colour scheme – Dark Gull Grey

Fuselage – In addition to the crew door on the port fuselage, a FLIR
ball is required on the nose, port side. Since the Super Seasprite is the
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This and previous page – photos of #842 taken during a photo op day for the press in Canberra June 04.
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The violent conflict in Bougainville has caused the deaths of hundreds
of soldiers and rebels and an estimated 10,000 to 15,000 civilians, either from the fighting or from disease and deprivation. Nearly ten years
of war have resulted in the almost total destruction of the Island's economic and social infrastructure.
Despite the significant progress made by the current peace process to
date, many tensions remain. There are a number complex and interrelated reasons for these tensions and for the long history of conflict on
Bougainville. At the centre of the conflict, in a 'no-go' zone declared by
rebel leader Mr Francis Ona, was the abandoned open-cut Panguna
copper mine owned by the PNG Government. Due to this ‘no-go’ zone,
it became apparent that it was quicker, and safer to commute around
the island by air rather then sea or road.
The PNG Government of Prime Minister Namaliu announced a state of
emergency and imposed curfews on the island. The PNGDF government were unable to control the situation and asked the Australian
Government provided a detachment of ADF personnel (and four unarmed Iroquois helicopters) to assist the PNGDF, on the condition that
they were not to be used in combat.

171 Op. Spt. Sq., Royal Australian Army was tasked with initially providing the Iroquois for Bougainville. The airframes were first sent to
Archerfield Aerodrome in Brisbane to be modified with a tropical air
filter and updated radio’s and communication suite. They were also
painted Florescence Red to ensure there were not confused with PNG
defence aircraft, and as a result, shoot at. These updates where completed by May 1998, and the airframe transported by Hercules and
HMAS Tobruk.
During they time in Bougainville the Iroquois was utilized for the ferrying of Australian and PNG military personnel, assisting with internal
security, and relief work through the island. Contrary to some Australian media reports, Australia Army Iroquois were not armed during
there time in Papa New Guinea. All aircraft returned to Australia by July
2001, with their duties being carried out by civilian contractors (using
Mil-17s).
A total of six airframe have spent time in Bougainville, since airframes
were rotated. These were 149, 279, 295, 310, 507, and 649, flying up
to 8200 hours.
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Colour Scheme

ommended.

Overall Florescence Red. The Iroquois were flown in tropical conditions and lost their shine quickly, and appeared dirty.

Modelling the Bougainville Iroquois consists of modifying the air-filter
and radio aerials.

Modelling Notes

The following aerials are required, remove the traditional zig-zag aerial
and replace with a single row along the lower port side of the fuselage.
Add the whip aerial on top of the engine, just in front of the navigation
light. Add a shark tooth aerial above the cockpit. Refer to the photos
below for locations.

Available Kits 1/72 – Hasagawa, Italeri (late 2004), Esci (out of production)
1/48 – Italeri, Esci (out of production)
1/35 – Panda
1/32 – Revell

Decals – 1/72, 1/48, 1/35 – Hawkeye Models Australia have released

You will need to add the warning receivers on the nose and the IR
shields on the engine panels and underside of the fuselage (as per
drawings from ‘IPMS NSW 'News and Views' Vol.11/1 on the previous
page ).
Modify the engine air filter behind the main rotors into the large tropical
type. This can simply be modified from the kits air filter by lengthening
it, and adding a mesh filter for the top (refer to photos below).

the standard camouflage Iroquois which can be used for the Bougainville scheme. The are very good and include plenty of data. Highly rec-

Article By Ryan Hamilton
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Meteor III with the dual identities of EE427/ A77-1 being refuelled at Laverton in 1946. AHM of WA photo no P901567.
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In this entry in my series on RAAF Oddities, we will have a look at the
single Meteor Mk.III which came to Australia in 1946 as a demonstration aircraft in an attempt to get the RAAF to order the type. At this
time, Gloster sent one each of the type to the major Commonwealth
countries (Australia, Canada, N.Z and S.Africa) in an attempt to drum
up sales.
To be honest the effort was not that successful with Aust, Canada
and S.Africa all ordering the competing Vampire design from De Havilland and N.Z hanging on a little while longer and getting the more
developed Venom. The presence of the established De Havilland subsidiaries in these countries no doubt helped in securing them the orders. If the events of the Korean War had not intervened, the RAAF
would have doubtlessly gone directly from the Vampire to something
like the F-86 Sabre and never used Meteors operationally.</P>
Imported on June 7 1946, this Meteor F.III carried out trials at Laverton and Darwin and, at one time, carried two identification numbers the RAF serial EE427 and the RAAF allocation A77-1. In 1946 the
Meteor captured Australian newspaper headlines when it flew over
Melbourne at 490 mph. In 1947 it was sent to Darwin for tropical trials,
being written off after belly landing there on xxxxxxxxx 1947.</P>
Although this machine has been covered in various RAAF sources in
the past, most sources say that the allocated serial of A77-1 was
never applied. Indeed it was only a couple of years ago that a poor
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photo appeared in Flightpath proving that the serial had indeed been
carried, even the drawing that I have reproduced below from the old
IPMS 'Modelcraft' publication does not show it.
Below are two more photos of the airframe (partly scrapped) after it's
accident in Darwin. Note that by the stage only the RAAF identity of
A77-1 is being carried (the RAF serial of EE427 having been removed). AHM of WA photo nos P991235 & P991236 respectively.
The Photos used are from the AHM of WA collection courtesy of Mick
Mirkovic. Photographic prints may be ordered from the Museum at
Bull Creek by contacting them and quoting the 'P' reference numbers
as per the AHM page in each issue.
Drawing Notes – Meteor Mk.III, EE427/ A77-1, as originally flown at 1
A.P.U RAAF, Laverton, 1946. Colours as per the notes on the scan
above. As a bonus I have also included the N.Z machine serial
NZ6001 which was included with the original drawing.
Text by Steve Mackenzie
Thanks to Mick at AHM of WA for supplying the photos and to
Peter Malone for having given me permission to reproduce material that he and Fred Harris did for IPMS Australasia's 'Modelcraft'
magazine in the early 1970s.
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These two photos show snowbound P51Ks during early 1945. The top photo shows CV-W FB283 and is unfortunately the only
one I know of this airframe. The other shows an unknown machine. The tall bloke on the right is Ken MaCrae the Sqn Engineering Officer. Photos via D.Hourigan.
In issues 15/3 & 15/4 we had a look at the Camouflage & Markings of
the Mustangs as used by 3 Sqn RAAF. This article covers the P-51B/
Cs, the P-51K version was in issue 17/3 (2003) still available as a back
issue for those who do not have a copy. As stated in issue 17/3, the
first Mustangs Mk.III Razorback versions arrived to re-equip the Sqn
on the 13th of November. They were all camouflaged and carried
codes in white, and were decorated with the White Southern Cross on
a Medium Blue rudder, with Red Spinners.
On this page I am going to have a look at various aspects of the markings used on 3 Sqn Mustangs in detail. Much of the information used
has been adopted from Dick Hourigan's article on the restoration of
VH-JUC as Murray Nash's CV*P KH677 that appeared in APMA magazine issue 2-02 and I am indebted to Dick for allowing permission to
quote from his notes.
ANA Colours
Before we start a brief note about the colour references is needed.
The aircraft were actually painted at the factory to match colour chips
from the ANA 157 series. While the names used in this series may be
the same, the actual colours have changed over the years. Hence
there is included a list of colours that are the closest equivalents in the
American Federal Standard FS595b reference system.

Two close up photos determined the position of the stars. These were
clear enough to accurately scale them: the 7 pointers were 4 inches in
diameter, the 5 pointer was 3 inches. A full size tracing of the rudder
was used to establish their positions with the 5 point 'Epsilon Crucis'
always on the right.

Roundels
On reading the various manuals it was noted that 40" upper wing
roundels were introduced in 1944 whereas the factory drawings called
for 32" markings. Mocked up circles positioned to match the panel
lines in the photos confirmed that 3 Sqn were using the larger size.
This prompted a closer look at the lower surface roundels which were
the specified 32" size but were universally positioned further aft than
the manual position in all the available underside photos of 3 Sqn Mustangs. Their aft edge lined up with a rivet line extending from the forward edge of the flap so ours were positioned to match. Roundels carried were Type 'C' below the wings, 'C1' on the fuselage and Type 'C'
on the upperwing surfaces from 7 Jan 1945 (they were Type 'B' prior to
that).

Peter Malone supplied Dick some 1940 vintage colour chips sourced
from the Smithsonian Institute in America and he had access to unfaded samples from Judy Pay's 1941 vintage P-40. These confirmed
that Olive Drab ANA No 613 was very different to the modern so-called
equivalent colour of the same name. The post WW2 Olive Drab used
on the RAAF Museum Mustang's anti-dazzle panel is a much browner
colour. See table attached .

Rudder Colours & Markings
The P-51B/Cs used by 3 Sqn were decorated with the White Southern
Cross on a Medium Blue rudder, the question was: what was the actual blue used on the rudder, given that different references used different names to describe it? In the end he matched the background
colour behind the Southern Cross of the RAAF Ensign as this seemed
to be a logical and obvious source for the original marking. (Editor that is considered to be the best choice, however it must be noted that
photos show that it can vary a fair bit between different airframes. It is
believed to have been mixed from Roundel Blue and White, and different batches obviously varied a bit).
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Marking Detail Notes
Roundel diameters are as follows: Fuselage - Yellow 36"/Blue 32"/
White 16"/Red 12"; Upper Wing - Blue 40"/Red 16"; Under Wing Blue 32"/White 16"/Red 12". The 24" high fin flash has Red 11"/White
2"/Blue 11" stripes. Serial characters are typically 8" high x 4" wide
with 1" wide strokes, spaced with 1" gaps. Sqn Code characters are
typically 18" high x 15" wide with 3" wide strokes, again spaced with 1"
gaps to themselves and the roundels. Both the serial and code characters have 45 Deg corners as shown in the detail drawing attached.

delivered to 3 Sqn apart from one special case, that being serial
FB128 which was transferred to Italy from U.K stocks. That airframe
was painted in typical Fighter Command C & M of the time - Dark
Green, Ocean Grey & Med Sea Grey camouflage (in the 'loop' pattern
introduced in issue 17/3) with White wing bands etc, see P.5 for further details. Note that no other 3 Sqn Mustangs had White wing bands
or Yellow leading edge I.D stripes despite what has been written in
many other (unreliable) sources.
Details of these camouflage schemes (including FB128) are shown
on the subsequent pages in this article.

Note - the comment above re serials applies to KH677, some of the
other airframes use different styles for the serials. Also note that some
of the P-51C airframes (with KHxxx serials) have individual letters that
have been compressed in an attempt to avoid painting the White letters over the Sky Blue fuselage bands (see the drawing pages for
more detail).

When modelling these aircraft don't forget that you will have to make
modifications to the base model to give it the fin fillet if modelling the
'C' version (see later) and you will also need unshrouded exhausts as
all the machines that I can find photos do not have the exhaust
shrouds fitted.

Camouflage Patterns

Acknowledgements

As stated in issue 15/3 all the camouflaged Mustang aircraft operated
by 3 Sqn were officially painted in the standard European Day Fighter
scheme of Dark Green and Ocean Grey uppersurfaces with Medium
Sea Grey lowersurfaces. However these aircraft were painted at the
factory in the U.S equivalents of the RAF scheme. This utilised ANA
613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602
Light Gray lowersurfaces. This scheme is relatively low contrast for
the uppersurface colours as ANA 603 is much darker than RAF
Ocean Grey, thus the photos of a/c with such an appearance. There is
an official pattern for this scheme (referred to here after as the T.O
scheme) in the P-51D erection manual which has been shown in a
number of references, the most easily accessible being Scale Aircraft
Modelling (SAM) issue 25/5 (July 2003).

Gratefully acknowleged for their assistance are Dick Hourigan for
photos and the Steve Brooking/ John Melson team for helping to analyse the available information. Hopefully their extensive research into
RAF Mustangs will be available in print in 2004/5.
In addition I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets
who have allowed use of their photographic material : Ken Richards,
Reg Moore and Lew Ranger.

Colour Table

Name

ANA 157 Ref

FS595b Ref

Olive Drab

ANA 613

FS24094

Sea Grey

ANA 603

FS26152

Light Grey

ANA 602

FS26440

This pattern appears to have been used on all the P-51B/C airframes

Scrap view drawing showing the nominal shape of the Code
Letters as applied to 3 Sqn P-51Ks. Letters are of a ‘squarish’
shape with 45 Deg corners. Sizes on the real thing were
nominally 18” x 15” x 3” stroke width (note however that the
15” width could vary depending on the shape of individual
letters).

6TQ5$$)0XVWDQJ
0N,,,V3W3%V
3 Sqn RAAF Mustang Mk.IIIs Pt.2 - P-51Bs
There were two main batches of Mk.III Mustangs used by 3 Sqn. The
smaller batch were P-51Bs built at the main North American factory at
Inglewood. These were built without fin fillets and were delivered in the
'T.O' scheme painted in the ANA colours as per Page 1. As this batch
of machines were not painted with a tail band, the standard 3 Sqn
markings consisting of White code letters in a 'Square' style per page
1 was applied, plus the rudders quickly gained the White 'Southern
Cross' on a Medium Blue background markings.
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Blue (on rudder)

FS25190 is slightly darker

Red on spinner

FS21140

Black

ANA 604

FS27038

Insignia Blue

ANA 605

FS25044

Dull Red

ANA 618

FS20109

White

ANA 601

FS27880

Orange-Yellow

ANA 614

FS23538

Cockpit Green

FS24110 approximately

Sky (BS381c 210)

FS24672

Sky Blue
Boeing Primer Green

ANA 610

FS25550
FS34552 is much lighter

Other markings were as listed on the previous page & above. It
should be noted here that references which have shown these 3 Sqn
aircraft to carry White wing bands and Yellow leading edge I.D markings are in error as Mediterranean based Mustangs did not carry such.
There was no requirement for such markings under Desert Air Force
orders and there are no photos of 3 Sqn aircraft so marked (with the
exception of serial FB128 which was transferred from the U.K - see
later). Don't forget that after 7 Jan 1945 the upper wing roundels were
changed from 40" 'B' type to 'C' type roundels.

Yes it is damn cold again, FB290 in the Snow at Fano. Note the style
of the 'J' (compare with that of KH616 on a later page). The airframe in
the background is KH593 CV-A, a P-51C.

Photo via D.Hourigan

Mustang Mk.III (P-51B), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-J, FB290, Pilot:
unk, Fano early 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern
Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.

Not a very good photo but all that is available of CV-V FB244 at Cervia.
The paintwork is obviously very battered by this stage, being quite faded
in places with a large Black stain above the wing root which is probably
from the oil system breather hole. There IS a 'Southern Cross' carried
(you can see it on a much darker version of the scan that I have).

Photo via 3 Sqn archives
Mustang Mk.III (P-51B), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-V, FB244, Pilot:
unk, Cervia 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern
Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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Another machine of which there are only poor quality photos. In addition
to being at the back of this formation shot, it appears in the line up which
shows FB128 to advantage (see separate page for FB128). Lew Ranger's
P-51K CV-W KH755 'Anita' has appeared in this publication a couple of
times (see issue 17/3 for the latest version). After KH755 was written off
by another pilot in a bellylanding on 29/4, Lew was alloted this old model
'B' airframe on 1/5. It survived until the Sqn was disbanded on 6 Aug
1945.

Photo via D.Hourigan

Mustang Mk.III (P-51B), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-V, FB244, Pilot:
Lew Ranger, Cervia May 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern
Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.

Drawing to show the upper view of the T.O pattern. This is fairly
typical of RAF marking practice with the small triangular areas
of colour on the leading / or trailing edges to break up the pattern.
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Lineup at Fano taken sometime between 18 Nov and 15 Dec 1944. Machines in the row to the right are CV-Z KH626, CV-<>
KH616, CV-C KH630, CV-A KH593 and CV-X KH623. There are subtle differences in the markings of these machines as discussed on this page.
The larger batch of Mk.III Mustangs used by 3 Sqn, were P-51C airframes built at the Dallas factory and serialled in the KH5xx-6xx range.
These were built with fin fillets installed during production and were delivered in the 'T.O' scheme painted in the ANA colours as per Page 1.
Don't forget that after 7 Jan 1945 the upper wing roundels were
changed from 40" 'B' type to 'C' type roundels.
This batch of machines was painted with a Sky Blue tail band, which
caused some modifications to the standard 3 Sqn markings. A study of
photos shows that there was insufficient room to fit the White individual
code letters between the fuselage roundel and the Sky Blue band without overlapping a large portion of the letter onto the band. If the letter
was overlapped it became hard to read from a distance as the White of

the code letters was very similar in tone to the Sky Blue bands.
On some machines such as 'C' and 'X' where only the ends of the letter
would overlap, they were painted as normal. On a few others they took
the easy way out and painted the Sky Blue band out with fresh RAF
Dark Green paint which is a bit darker than the original ANA 613 Olive
Drab (usually leaving a Sky Blue portion around the serial). On quite a
large proportion of photos it can be seen however that they endeavoured to get around the problem by using a style of individual letter that
was slightly taller but more narrow than the nominal 18" x 15". This
meant that it did not overlap by as much because the narrower letter
could be squeezed in more easily. Refer to the individual drawings and
photo captions for examples.

Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-C, KH630, Pilot: unk, Fano Nov/Dec 1944.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Rudder painted in camouflage colours. The upper wing roundels are of
the 40" 'B' type. Refer to the next page for photo.
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Nearest airframe is CV-C KH630. This one has a standard 18" x 15" individual letter 'C' but is unusual in that it still has a fully camouflaged rudder.
Note that on this aircraft and on CV-X KH623 at the rear, the letters overlap the Sky Blue band by a fair amount.

Photo via S.Brooking

From the same lineup, the second machine is CV-<> (Diamond)
KH616. Although the individual letter does not overlap much (due to it's
shape), there is still insufficient room to avoid overlapping the fuselage
band. Compare to CV-Z KH626 in front of it which has an individual letter that is taller than 18" but more narrow than 15" in order to fit it in.
KH616 has a rudder which has been painted Medium Blue but without
any Southern Cross having yet been applied. Also note that this machine DOES NOT carry White wing bands, a point which is important
when we look at this machine in it's subsequent disguise of CV-J on a
later page.

Photo via S.Brooking
Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-<>, KH616, Pilot:
unk, Fano Nov/Dec 1944.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Medium Blue rudder (but no Southern Cross). The upper
wing roundels are of the 40" 'B' type.

We have looked at this machine CV-K KH522 which was flown by F/Lt
Ken Richards before in issue 15/3, but the drawings have now been updated to reflect the latest info available. This blowup of an official RAAF
photo (probably taken at the same time as the lineup above), shows that
it is one with the taller and more narrow individual letter as explained
above. At the time of the photo it does not appear to have a Southern
Cross applied, but a later photo shows it so I have added it to the drawing.

Photo RAAF Official
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Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH522, Pilot: Ken Richards, Fano Jan 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type at the time of the drawing. Note that there is a small White 'K' carried under the nose on a Black rectangle (see the
photo of CV-Y below for the position).

2 Official photos of CV-Y KH624. The 2nd photo shows that it is one with the taller and more narrow individual letter as explained previously. In
the 1st photo the letter 'Y' can be just seen under the nose. Interesting details in how high the Light Grey comes up the nose and how the upper
surface camo wraps under the wing leading edge. There has apparently been a fair amount of local repainting on this airframe.

Photos RAAF Official

Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-Y, KH624, Pilot: unk, Fano Jan 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type. Note that there is a small White 'Y' carried under the nose on a Black rectangle.
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From the lineup on the previous page, the second machine is CV-A
KH593. One can see how the Sky Blue fuselage band has been painted
out with RAF Dark Green (but leaving an area around the serial). KH593
has a rudder which has been painted Medium Blue but without any Southern Cross having yet been applied. This was the longest serving of the
original 18 P-51s received in Nov 1944, lasting until it was damaged Cat.I
by Flak on 23 Apr 1945.

Photo via S.Brooking
Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-A, KH593, Pilot:
unk, Fano Nov/Dec 1944.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band has been painted out with
RAF Dark Green. Medium Blue rudder (but no Southern Cross). The
upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'B' type.

Another example where they have taken the simple step of just eliminating the Sky blue band with RAF Dark Green. It is very clear in this example of how crudely it was actually done. In this case the individual letter
conforms to the standard 18" x 15" but is a little higher than the 'CV' code.

Photo via D.Hourigan
Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-V, KH631, Pilot:
unk, Cervia Mar/Apr 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey
upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band has been painted out with
RAF Dark Green. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross.
The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type at the time of the drawing.
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There is one other scheme applicable to a P-51B used by 3 Sqn
RAAF. Steve Brooking advised that a number of airframes were transferred from U.K stocks in Mar 1945 to make up a short fall in Mustang
numbers in Italy and supplied a list of the transferred airframes. The
only one which was a Mustang Mk.III is FB128.
The colour scheme on FB128 is one applied to some airframes in the
U.K. I have included details of both sides plus the upper wing pattern.
Airframes in this pattern show colours where the Grey is much lighter
than ANA 603, thus supporting the theory that these machines were
repainted in the U.K in RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey.

I have drawn both sides in order to illustrate the pattern (BTW I am
calling this the 'Loop' pattern due to the peculiar loop of Grey on the
port Rudder/Fin). This is the mysterious airframe which appears in a
couple of lineup photos carrying a 'Malcolm' hood type of canopy and
full White wing and tail striping. Both of these peculiarities which are
not known to be shared by any other 3 Sqn Mustang are explained by
the fact that it was a transfer from U.K stocks. In the photos below
there is a large stain from the oil breather outlet obscuring the Grey
below the cockpit (not on my drawings as these things are usually
cleaned off fairly quickly).

Mustang Mk.III (P-51B), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-<>, FB128, Pilot: unk, Cervia Apr/May 1945.
RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey scheme. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. RAF Sky fuselage band. Medium Blue rudder
with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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Drawing of the upper view of the 'Loop' scheme as applicable to
FB128. This is a style which is very non typical for RAF camouflage. The diagonally flowing lines on the starboard wing are
very non standard.

6TQ5$$)0XVWDQJ0N,,,V3W&9-.+
I am going to take a detailed look at the markings of Mustang CV-J
KH616. I have had 'discussions' on the Internet several months ago
with both Jon Freeman from Model Alliance and Peter Russell from
Aussie Decals in regard to how they interpreted the scheme on this
airframe. In both cases they were not willing to admit that they got it
hopelessly wrong when attempting to do drawings and decals of this
machine, well I will point out here exactly why they have let their customers down so badly.
This airframe was originally coded as CV-<> (Diamond) in Nov/ Dec
1944 as per the scheme on P.3 of this article. The photo reproduced
again below clearly shows it to have been a P-51C (with the fin fillet
and Sky Blue fuselage band). At the time of the photo the rudder is
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painted Med Blue but without the White Southern Cross at that stage
(it would have been added within a short period of time). The photo
clearly shows that it has the standard form of 3 Sqn codes (18" x 15"
square style in White) and NO White wing and tail plane bands.
On the 15th Dec 1944, the code was changed to CV-J (and remained
so until W/Off Quinn was shot down in this machine by an Me-109 of
the Italian R.S.I organisation on 26/12). The 2nd photo below shows
that the old '<>' code was painted out with a triangle shaped area of
RAF Dark Green and the new 'J' code applied. But note that this is
another case where they used a very narrow (and unusual) style of
code letter (J) to avoid painting it over the Sky Blue band which would
have made it very difficult to read from a distance.

Mustang Mk.III (P-51C), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-J, KH616, Pilot: J.Quinn, Fano Dec 1944.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing

We will now look at the mistakes that have been made by Model Alliance and Aussie Decals in attempting to illustrate and do decals for
this machine.
1) They have stated that it is painted in the standard Fighter Command
scheme of RAF Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Med
Sea Grey lower surfaces. However looking at the low contrast visible in
the photos it is clearly still in the factory colours of ANA 613/602/603 as
per the info on page 1 of this article.
2) The camouflage patterns they have used is basically the standard
one used by Fighter Command in the U.K. While there are similarities,
the 'T.O' pattern applied to these machines at the factory has many
differences to the Fighter Command one.
3) They both claim that the Spinner is painted in Medium Blue (same
as the rudder) but examination of the captioned photo below shows that
it matches the Red of the tail flash (see 'A' - yes the paint is peeling,
revealing traces of the factory applied Sky Blue underneath). Desert Air
Force orders called for Red Spinners and there is no known Mustangs
with the Sqn using any other colour during the war. There are photos
available taken on 'Ortho' film which treats Red & Blue very differently
which confirm this.

5) They both claim that Yellow wing leading edge I.D stripes are present. Well I would like them to tell us why there is no trace of them on
the photo as per caption 'D'. Once again there was no requirement for
them in the Mediterranean and no 3 Sqn Mustang is known to carry
them in photos.
6) Aussie Decals have the code letters (CV-J) as being a rounded
style and much larger than the 18" tall that they are in reality. Model
Alliance shows them as being much closer to the true size but have
erred in making the 'J' square in style similar to that on the P-51B CV-J
FB290 on page 2. Both are incorrect (the true shape is as per the
photo), they also miss the obvious Green patch (to cover the '<>') and
only make them fit by putting the Sky Blue band too far back.
Overall both have not bothered to look very hard at the photo of CV-J
which has been available in print for at least 40 years (otherwise they
would have picked up at least some of these points). All they have
done is copy some ancient 35+ year old reference instead of doing
some work themselves. After all plagarism is easy and the customer
will never know the difference - right......This is not acceptable in products being currently offered for sale. All I can say is CAVEAT EMPTOR.

4) They both claim that White wing bands are present. This one is
partly understandable due to the presence of a light coloured patch on
the wing leading edge marked at 'B'. However a closer look will show
that it is the same colour as the fresh 602 Light Grey under the flap as
arrowed. In reality it is no more than a patch of fresh paint covering up
a repair (probably) to the wing.
Other points to note are that if it really was a wing band, the bit on the
undercarraige door would be lower down at 'C' as the wing bands are
positioned further inboard than that. We already know that it did not
carry wing bands when coded CV-<> (per the photo above) and there is
no reason why they would add one as there was no requirement for
them in the Mediterranean. No other 3 Sqn Mustang is known to carry
them (with the exception of FB128 which is a special case due to having been transferred from U.K stocks).
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Above : appears to show Walruses with 9 Sqn RAAF.
Photo No P013226

Above 3 – First a British Nieuport (Ni-17 I think). The
other two photos show DH-5s as operated by 2 Sqn AFC.
Photo Nos P004320, P004522, P004593 respectively

Left : Seagull V A2-19 1941
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Left : Seagull V A2-8

Right : P-40F-1 41-13866 '7-2' 57th F.G USAAF LG91 1942 P880964

Left : 145 Sqn RAF Spitfire VB ZX-L AB324 Sidi Heneish 1942 P952158

Right : 826 Sqn FAA Albacore 'G' 1940/1 P952159

P013820 Historic photo of the 1st RAAF Tiger Moth A17-1
P920058 6 SFTS Oxford '171' X6842 Mallala 1944 (Yellow
scheme)
P920059
1928

Supermarine Southhampton I, Crawley Perth
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Cadet VH-BJB in it's earlier days as a single seat crop duster (note spray bars) without it's Wackett canopy. Photo Dick Hourigan
Some of you will have seen the photo of Avro 643 Cadet VH-BJB which
appeared in vol 17/3 of 'in Miniature'. Dick Hourigan has kindly supplied
the 5 attached further photos of BJB for use in this addendum.
These additional photos give us a detailed look at the airframe as it was
at several different points in time. Dick thinks that the Wackett canopy
and extended exhaust were fitted after it's crash shown in one of the
photos (not used here for space reasons). Below are 3 further photos
supplied by Dick.

Copyright Notice - Copyright is held by Dick Hourigan and these
photos may not be reproduced without his written authorisation.
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The following collection of photo’s are of the new RAAF Wedge tail
AWAC being tested between February and May 2004, in Seattle, USA.
The Wedge tail project is one of the few military program which is currently running ahead of schedule, and on budget. The Wedgetail 737
made its first flight on the 19th of May 2004 from Boeing Field, Seattle,
USA. This follows the opening of the 2 Squadron facilities at RAAF
Base Williamtown during March, including the headquarters of the
Wedge tail operations, hangers and other facilities. The 2004-2005
Federal Budget has also provided for the purchase of two additional
737 airframes, giving the RAAF a total of six Wedgetail aircraft.

By Ryan Hamilton

Points of interest on these new photo’s is the large radar on the spine;
the number of aerials around the fuselage; the large bulge on the engines which houses the power units for the huge amount of electronic
the aircraft houses.
All photo’s courtesy of Boeing, USA, (via David Edwards), and Department of Defence media centre. Further photo’s of the first flight can be
found on "http://www.airliners.net".
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On this page is a set of detailed walkaround photos of a Twin Squirrel
VH-HRT which was operated by the Royal Surf Life Saving Association
(Sydney Branch) in the 1980s. The photos are from the collection of the
late Ross Anderson (thanks to Ryan Hamilton for doing the scans).
As you can see the photos were taken on several different occasions
and there are differences between the equipment fitout and the markings dependant on the time frame involved.
Oh and by the way as you are not going to be able to tell from this B&W
rendition, the colour scheme is a Red body with Yellow uppers. Main
markings such as ‘Rescue’ and the Channel 9 symbols are Yellow.
Some other titling is in Black with White trim around the doors and elsewhere.
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Curtiss JN 4A-/D "Jenny"
Scale: 1/72nd
Olimp Kit
Quick History
Probably the most famous of the US designed aircraft of WW1, the
Jenny started its military career in 1915, with JN-3’s providing aerial
reconnaissance for Pershing’s punitive expedition into Mexico. In 1916,
the JN3 was modified to improve performance and redesignated JN4.
Following the US entry into WW1 on April 6, 1917, the Army Signal
Corps ordered large quantities of JN4’s and had over 6,000 of various
marks on strength by the time of the armistice which bought WW1 to
an end. Post war, the JN4’s stayed in their (military) primary training
role into the mid 1920’s, as well as being sold into the civilian market,
where thousands of civilian pilots learned to fly on the ‘Jenny‘ and hundreds of barnstormers used the machine for thrilling crowds all over
the US. 2,664 JN4D’s were produced before production ceased in favour of later marks.
The Kit
Roughly 60 parts of which you use 47 for this variant. Olimp are to be
congratulated for making the kit available – I’ve been bemoaning the
absence of a decent injection moulded Jenny in 72nd scale for years,
and I’m pretty sure I’m not the only one ! Olimp have released three
versions of the Jenny thus far, with another two promised – a bounty
indeed !
Assembly
First hint – Open all strut holes in fuselage top and wing locations with
a 1mm drill, this became apparent as soon as I opened the box, there
was no way the strut ends were going to go anywhere near the pinholes Olimp provides for their location.
Stage 1: Cockpit Interior - No real problems here, the parts are small
and fiddly, so take your time and the floors (parts 32) do go under the
framing (part 36), apart from some flash (easily removed) there’s nothing to go astray here. Finish with a coat of paint in your favourite wood
colour.
Stage 2: Engine Assembly - Again, no problems, its only 3 parts, basically two cylinder banks onto a block representing the top of the engine, careful trimming the flash from the cylinders and before cementing the cylinder banks to the block, use part 13 (engine cover), to en-

sure you have them centred properly, failure to do so will make for
‘orrible problems with fitting the exhaust pipes later. Finish by painting
in your favourite engine colours – I brushed mine flat black and when
dry, drybrushed it with Citadel Miniatures Boltgun Metal, followed by a
very light drybrushing with their Chainmail, just to pick out the edges of
the cylinder fins etc.
Stage 3: Fuselage Assembly - Engine and cockpit assemblies into one
fuselage half (interior prepainted !), add prepainted instrument panels,
followed by engine cover and fuselage top – again no problems whatever were encountered, waiting for the paint to dry on the interior bits
was what slowed things down here.
Stage 4: Wing Assembly - Here’s where the problems start, it’s a limited run kit, so there’s a bit more flash than usual to be dealt with, and
the way Olimp saw fit to divide each wing into a centre section, to
which is attached the outer wing sections isn’t new, the divisions between parts as usual, run right down the centre of raised rib lines.. Be
extremely careful when assembling the wings – they must be flat (no
dihedral on a Jenny), and remember that any sanding of the finished
joint will result in the loss of the delicately raised wing rib details, which
are a major hassle to restore ! In addition the upper wing has separate
ailerons… Not a major problem one would think – THEN I came to install them and that’s where a real problem came to light. Both the ailerons are too long, and trimming them from the inboard ends is necessary, no point in attaching them and trimming the outboard ends – that
way the ribs won’t line up with those on the wing ! I opted for trimming
the inner ends – that way the ribs line up closely enough to those on
the wing – well they did on the first ! The second one needed more
trimmed from it before it fitted and then I discovered the ribs are far
enough out to jar the eye the minute it lights on them…. Cursing volubly, I left the second aileron off the wing whilst I went away and had a
coffee. On my return, somewhat calmer, I realised that I hadn’t
trimmed it wrongly or from the wrong end, (it had been longer than the
first one) and the only thing I could really do was live with it. Oh well …
Stage 5: Wings to fuselage etc; - Easily my most favourite part of biplane assembly – NOT !!! I find this is the stage of construction which
makes or breaks a biplane kit, get it wrong here and the kit suddenly
disappears from the list of biplane kits I’ve built or will talk about (and
I’m quite proud to say that thus far, I haven’t lost one since I started
collecting and building 72nds again a few years back, and there’s been
quite a few biplanes since then, given my interest in WW1 subjects !)
Anyway I digress, back to the kit ! I fitted the engine exhausts (parts 47
and 48) before starting this stage, their forward slope would help getting the top wing leading edge where it was meant to be. I then fitted
the lower wing, with no dramas whatever. I then left it overnight to set
fully…then it was onto the top wing fitting.
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My way of strutting biplanes, particularly those with more than one bay
(set of struts between the fuselage and end of wing) is as follows (and
was followed for this kit), I always paint the struts and top wing before
the procedure below.
A) Cement outboard pairs of struts to lower wing ends, ensure constant forward angle on each (I used a small triangle of plastic card) and
ensure each is vertical to the wing chord (again a small triangle of
card). Leave overnight to dry.
B) Cement top wing onto previously fitted struts, ensure leading and
trailing edges parallel those of the lower wing edge. Leave an hour or
so or until the glue is holding properly, then use a toothpick applied tiny
drop of superglue at each strut location on the top wing only, to ensure
its solid.
C) Fit cabane (fuselage to top wing) struts, with tweezers, (I use a pair
of L shaped tweezers for this), putting a small drop of superglue onto
each end of the strut before fitting.
D) Fit the inboard wing struts in the same manner as for the cabane
struts.
It works (and worked) for me – you may have other ways of doing
things, that’s what the hobby’s all about, innit ?
Stage 6: Finishing airframe assembly - Radiator front and propeller to
fuselage, exhaust pipes (if you didn’t fit them earlier), to engine, upper
wing bracing points and aileron control horns (problem 1), tailplanes
and fin/rudder to fuselage, control horns on elevators and rudder
(problem 2).
Problem 1 is the aileron control horns, if fitted into their locating holes,
they’d hit the upper wing bracing posts the minute the pilot moved the
stick. My references indicate they should be one rib further outboard
than their location on the kit. I filled the kit’s location holes, but left the
horns off because of the subsequent realisation when problem 2
reared its head.. It wasn’t my trimming of the ailerons at all (whew !).
Problem 2 came when fitting the elevator and rudder control horns in
their various locations, the rudder horn ends ended up inside the elevator horns, this would have lead to some embarrassment (to say the
least) in real life, something had to be horribly wrong somewhere, investigation of drawings in my possession proved that the location
points given in the kit were correct, so it had to be the horns themselves... That’s when the penny dropped, the horns were way too
large !!! I left the elevator horns in position on the tail surfaces because by the time the penny dropped, they were quite firmly attached !
I hadn’t actually fitted the rudder horns, so they stayed off !

most as advertised. There’s only one small problem encountered and
luckily cured by dry fitting at the assembly stage. There are 4 undercart
V struts in the kit, two per sprue, one set is for a later mark and not
needed for this kit…. Don’t use the pair from one sprue as instructed,
you’ll find they don’t match in height or gap (not even close !) You
need to use one from the sprue and find the matching one from the
other pair on the other sprue, then use the pair you’ve found to be
matching and all will be well. I’m not sure how Olimp managed that,
but if you know about it, its easily avoided. That concludes construction
and it on to painting, decaling and (ugh !) rigging.
Painting: Two colour schemes are provided in the kit, a US trainer,
based at Love Field, Dallas, Texas in 1918 and an RNAS marked machine in 1918 – for me there was no choice, the Jenny being to me, the
quintessential American biplane.
The US doped linen always seemed to be a dirty unwashed colour to
me, so I sprayed the aircraft in Tamiya XF 57 Buff overall and when
dry, gave it a coat or two of clear floor polish in preparation for the decals.
Decals are brittle and (in my opinion), slightly under varnished. The
roundels and rudder flash worked as advertised and with careful handling, were put into position and snuggled down quite nicely as the water dried. The small decals for Love Field worked fine on one side of
the aircraft but the serial number and wordy bit shattered irretrievably
into millions of small pieces on the other, which explains why mine only
has the number on one side… I’d advise a coat of clear nail varnish/
decalfix over the decals before use in future.
After the decals were dry, another coat of floor polish sealed them in
and that was followed by an airbrushed coat of Gunze Clear Flat and
the aircraft was then rigged with (seemingly miles of) stretched sprue. I
deliberately didn’t do the control wires when rigging, I’d left the rudder
and aileron control horns off, remember !
In conclusion then, the kit is a bit of a curate’s egg, but it is the first decent injection moulded Jenny I’ve seen, for which Olimp are to be congratulated – in my book, it’s a real ripper of a first effort from a new
manufacturer.
Recommended ? Very definitely, but perhaps not for the novice biplane modeller.

Review by Matthew Ward
Stage 7 : Underside details - Nothing nasty here, everything goes al-
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Fokker EIV
Scale: 1/72nd
ICM Kit
Quick History
The Fokker EIV monoplane fighter was a semi-logical development of
the Fokker EIII monoplane, which with its synchronised machine gun
firing through the propeller, became in the hands of aces like Oswald
Boelke and Max Immelman, the source of the ‘Fokker Scourge‘ of
1915. The Fokker EIV was also the first aircraft ever to be powered by
a two bay radial engine. Basically, the EIV was an EIII, uprated to take
the larger, heavier engine and 2 or 3 synchronised machine guns. Unfortunately, the airframe strengthening and bigger engine led to a loss
of maneuverability, which was in no way compensated by the increased armament, the synchronisation of which wasn’t all it was
cracked up to be, several times Immelman and Boelke managed to
shoot their own props off…. Immelman tried an EIV armed with 3 machine guns and was so disappointed with the aircraft overall that he
returned to his EIII after 3-4 weeks on the EIV. By ‘Bloody‘ April of
1916, the EIV’s had all been replaced in front line (Western Front)
service by the new Albatros fighters, the surviving EIII’s then saw out
their days on the somewhat calmer, quieter Eastern Front.
The Kit
45 parts on 3 olive green sprues, plus two clear windscreens and a
decal sheet in ICM’s usual end opening box. Cleanly moulded with little flash, you gets what you pays for.
Assembly
Nothing hard or nasty to be expected, due care and attention at certain stages will pay dividends on the finished model. So, following the
kit instructions, off we go !
Stage 1 - Engine assembly, two parts for the engine itself, with a prop
shaft running through them both from the rear. Careful when trimming
the flash from the two engine parts, its rather easy to remove some of

the very fine cylinder head detail, take your time and once painted, a
very pleasing engine will be the result.
Stage 2 - Fuselage assembly, two things to watch here, the seat location given in the instructions is too low, it should be just touching the
underneath of the stringer above where the instructions show, this
‘blooper‘ is left over from the ICM Pfalz EIV kit , which doesn’t have
the raised fuselage top of the Fokker. The other thing to take some
care and time over is part B11, which is the rudder/elevator pivot. I
found (after due experimentation), that it was far easier to fit this after
the fuselage was assembled and dry. It needs to be trimmed at each
end to fit properly and the little bar sticking out of it goes inside the fuselage.
Stage 3 – Wings, elevators, rudder, fuselage top, all to the fuselage –
no real problems here, the two pins on the rudder which go onto part
B11 need removing totally, (they’ll break off as you cuss and wrestle
when trying to fit it otherwise !) If you’re doing Immelman’s machine,
you also need to drill out the third machine gun ‘hole‘ in the forward
part of the fuselage top at this stage. That 3rd MG ‘hole‘ matches the
other outer MG ‘hole‘ exactly, being a mirror image of it. Take care
and time and I’m in no doubt the surgery will be quite successful.
Stage 4 – Fiddly bits time, mainly the fitting of the undercart, which is
quite complicated, but does assemble easily if time and due care is
taken.
Following painting with my favourite Humbrol radome tan for the
doped linen, flat white rudder and white areas on the wings under the
crosses and a Citadel miniatures boltgun metal cowling and metal
area up front, and a quick coat of floor polish, it was decal time !
Decals, well… the kit gives you two options, one for Immelman’s 3
gun machine and the other for a twin gun armed one flown by Boelke.
The sheet is incomplete for both, leaving you to paint either Boelke’s 3
colour wheel centres or the black and white diagonal cross supposedly
carried by Immelman. I say supposedly because Immelman only flew
the type for 3-4 weeks and I doubt he’d have had anything in the way
of personal markings on it, Immelman wasn’t known for using personal markings. The decal sheet is the same one supplied in the Pfalz
E111 kit by ICM and in that kit, the instructions say the black and
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white diagonal cross supposedly carried by Immelman. I say supposedly because Immelman only flew the type for 3-4 weeks and I doubt
he’d have had anything in the way of personal markings on it, Immelman wasn’t known for using personal markings. The decal sheet is the
same one supplied in the Pfalz E111 kit by ICM and in that kit, the instructions say the black and white diagonal cross belongs to Berthold !!!
I plumped for the Immelman machine, having fitted the 3rd machine
gun after I’d realised that the Immelman machine was the easier of the
two to finish, given what was on the decal sheet. The kit had been lying
about in my storage area for some time and I had a feeling that the decals may not work as advertised… an item not needed for the machine
I was modelling was cut from the sheet and put into some lukewarm
water, where it shattered after about 10 seconds ! The rest of the
sheet was then treated to a coat of clear nail varnish (it’s far cheaper
and just as effective as the ‘decal fix‘ solutions in the hobby shops ! ),
and left to dry. Once varnished and dried, the decals behaved themselves impeccably, no decal softeners/setting solutions being found
necessary to pull them down over the details. A coat of floor polish followed by a coat of Gunze clear flat tied everything together and the finished model looks the part. I finished it off by rigging it with stretched
sprue, held in place by small drops of white glue.
In summary, a good kit, which although now probably surpassed by
the Eduard kit of the aircraft (I’m saying ‘probably‘ only because I ain’t
built my Eduard kit yet !) in the same scale (I can say that the Eduard
decal sheet includes the missing wheel centres for Boelke’s machine
but doesn’t give a markings option for Immelman’s), the ICM kit is still
a good’un and is far cheaper than the Eduard ! Recommended indeed !

Review by Matthew Ward

Scale: 1/72nd

general obsolescence. Britain and France also received the Vindicator, Britain designating theirs ‘Chesapeake’ and declaring it ‘unfit for
frontline service‘ almost immediately.

MPM Special Hobby Kits

The Kit

Quick History

MPM released the kit first, then released it again as an ‘upgraded kit‘
when they added the resin parts and injection moulded canopy; both
releases were as the wartime -3 model. The kit then came out from
Special Hobby (a branch of MPM), as an early –1 or –2 (your choice,
based on the decal option you select). The box contains 43 plastic
parts on two sprues, 11 nicely moulded resin parts, one thin and beautifully clear canopy, plus decal sheet and instructions.

Vought SB2U Vindicator

The Vindicator was designed as a scout/bomber, first flying on 4
January 1936, US Navy trials showing it to be a significant step forward in carrier based aircraft. The cantilever wing monoplane had
outer folding wing sections and began its Naval service at the end of
1937. Its combat career was fairly brief, with its somewhat disastrous
yet courageous participation in the battle for Midway confirming its
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Assembly

over and you know how well red shows through when overpainted with
white …… (!)

Assembly is exactly the same for both kits and the only difference
comes at paint and decal time ! I built mine as a pair, working on one
whilst the glue set on the other.
Stages 1 – 4 Cockpit interior to floor, adding more parts and assembling the lot into the fuselage. No real problems encountered at any
stage, take your time, watch for and remove flash on the smaller parts
(even the resin ones !) and in general, time spent will pay dividends on
the completed assembly, paint as you go at the end of each stage. A
minor snag I encountered was the rear MG ring, part 19, was oversize
on both kits and became slightly oval once fitted. I may have fitted the
cockpit sidewalls (parts 15 and 16), at angles lesser or greater than 90
degrees to the floor, but it did happen on both kits.
Stage 5 – Wing assembly, glue the two upper wings onto the one
piece lower wing…. That’s all for this stage !
Stage 6 – Engine into cowling, superglue the resin engine into one
cowling half, then cement the cowling halves together …. No problemo !
Stage 7 – Wing and cowl to fuselage…. The cowl wasn’t a problem at
all, in both cases it went straight on, in both cases the wing joints
needed a little filling and filing all round – as one comes to expect with
kits using a one piece wing.
Stage 8 – Undercart… Tailwheel and fairing are one piece, and its
tiny, so careful when trimming flash from it. Main gear assembly wasn’t a problem on either kit.
Stage 9 – Bombs and racks, arrestor hook, watch the hook and the
main bomb rack (resin part 33) when detaching them from their
blocks. I had no troubles with the hooks, but managed to break one or
two legs on the main bomb rack during the flash cleanup phase, those
legs are rather thin and do break easily. My fault entirely – too many
big fingers trying to get a careful grip on a small resin part !
Stage 10 – Finishing off… location of the cowling secondary air intake
(part 42) could be a lot clearer in the instructions – I goofed on my
Special Hobby example and fitted it atop the cowling at the 12 o’clock
position – WRONG !!!
That precludes the mounting of the telescopic sight through the main
windscreen, and of course I didn’t realise that until the glue had set
overnight and a coat of paint had gone on, so it stayed where it was. I
made dang sure I got it right in the 11 o’clock position on the MPM kit
though, but in doing so, another problem raised its ugly little head.
That lovely clear canopy has no hole in the windscreen for the telescopic sight… the canopy is quite brittle and I immediately chickened
out of trying to take a drill anywhere near it !!! There’s yet another
problem with the canopy, its nicely stepped between the sliding sections on the outside, but flush on the inside, so even if you do manage
to cut it into its sections successfully, you wouldn’t be able to fix them
in the open position, they won’t overlap ! It also means that if (like
me), you mount the resin 50 calibre MG on its ring in the rear of the
cockpit, you’ll have to remove it just to get the canopy on ! …. Subsequent research has indicated that Vindicator pilots did in fact, sometimes remove the telescopic sight and fit a solid windscreen, upon the
inside of which, they made marks with chinagraph pencils, to use as
reference sights when dive bombing.

Special Hobby kit - I had a bit of fun here, the kit’s plastic is dark
Grey, and the wings have to be painted yellow (quietly groans in agony). I needed 4 airbrushed coats of Tamiya flat yellow before the last
of the Grey disappeared, I didn’t mask anything either, just left the
wing off until painting was completed.
Citadel Miniatures Chainmail took care of the polished aluminium areas whilst their Mithril Silver was used for the doped fabric areas, both
Citadel colours being brushed on (Citadel’s metallic colours are hard
to spray and if brushed, thankfully don’t show any brush marks when
dry).. The red on the tail is good old Humbrol gloss. The kit was finished as the aircraft of the Commander Air Group (CAG), USS Yorktown in 1939, as shown on the kit’s box top.
Final assessment: Both good kits, assemble with due care and attention and a rather nice replica will result. Canopy will have to be replaced if you want it in the open position, but that’s entirely up to you. I
suspect the Azur kit of the French version of this aircraft (V-156-F),
are from these moulds as well (MPM does Azur’s moulding), and so
this review might apply to the Azur kit as well, but I cannot say for certain, having not seen the Azur kit (I’m allergic to French things !). Recommended ? Yes indeedy – for both MPM and Special Hobby kits !!

Review by Matthew Ward
Editor's Notes - There is obviously distortion around the nose in the
photo of the MPM kit caused by Matt's camera. No the kit does not
bend like that in reality. And as Matt postulated the Azur kit is related
to this set of moulds.

After all that – its paint and decal time –easily my favourite part of any
kit I build !
MPM kit - Finished in Tamiya XF 17 Sea Blue, XF 18 Medium Blue
and XF 20 Sky Grey (and if you think the colours are wrong, tell anybody but me !).
As an aircraft of the US Marines VMSB 241 on Midway in June of
1942, at the height of the Japanese attempt to invade the island, the
separate centres in faded pink or bright red are a nice touch on the
decal sheet, I went for the faded pink, although I guess by that time,
the red centres would have been history, I’m saying mine were painted
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Nieuport 17 RFC

ber to trap the motor/prop shaft in between as you go – dead easy.

Scale: 1/48th

Stage 5: Cowling assembly, Engine to fuselage, tail assembly. Engine
on previously trapped shaft (after painting naturally !), it’s a one piece
engine, very delicately moulded and almost no flash. I painted mine
flat black, then drybrushed over it with Citadel Miniatures Boltgun
Metal before cementing it to the shaft when dry, onto the cowling,
here’s where it gets a tad fiddly… The cowl is in two parts, the second
one being a small piece which goes in behind the vent holes at the
bottom of the cowl to complete the vent holes on the inside and the
cowl circumference on the outside… Fitting it looks easy, and it is, but
I’d advise using superglue and accelerator, as I found (almost to my
cost), that it can slip while regular cement is drying, and its then the
very dickens to remove, clean up and get back on again without ruining it ! The windscreen is next and I didn’t bother with it, it’s the early
‘big‘ screen and surround and I’m pretty sure from photos I have that
the machine I intended finishing mine as didn’t have it, or had it removed at some stage. The tail assembly is next, make sure the rear
cutout in the fuselage flat before fixing the one piece tailplane/elevator
assembly and then fit the rudder to it. More tiny parts then make their
appearance in the shape of the control horns for the rudder and elevator… (Takes deep breath) I didn’t use them, I never rig control wires to
the tails of my aircraft for two reasons :- (A) They’re very easy to destroy in handling, (B) After rigging the rest of the aircraft, I’ve usually
had quite enough of rigging and cannot be bothered, besides which, I
only do 48ths as light relief, I’m not too fussy re little details like rigging… The lower wing was also fitted at this stage, without any problems at all.

Eduard kit (non Profipak)
Quick History
Following on from Nieuport’s successful 11 and 16 fighting sesquiplane designs of WW1, the Nieuport 17 appeared on the Western
Front at the beginning of May, 1916. Basically it was a redesigned Nieuport 11, with longer wings and heavier construction to take the
weight, thrust and maneuverability gained by being fitted with the
110hp Le Rhone rotary engine. The Nieuport 17 was most often armed
with an unsynchronised Lewis gun over the top wing centre section,
although some were later fitted with a synchronised Vickers gun on the
fuselage centreline, firing through the propellor and some evidence exists that a few 17’s were armed with both guns. The Nieuport 17 was
successfully used by the French, Russian, Belgian, British, Italian and
US air forces. Many survived the war and continued in service as fighters or advanced trainers into the 1920’s.
The Kit
57 parts on two sprues and a clear windscreen, plus a small set of express masks for the wheels and a decal sheet plus instructions are
what makes the box rattle, a few of the parts are not needed and make
useful additions to your spares box. It should be said that I’m not a
48th scale fan at all, but I do consider it a better scale for WW1 aircraft
than 72nd, I build 48th purely as a break from 72nd when I need some
light relief !!! Things being a lot less fussy all round in 48th, due in part
to the larger size of the parts. I don’t normally admit to building 48ths –
I’m pretty much a dedicated 72nd builder these days, so 48th is ‘big
scale‘ to me !
Assembly
Stages 1 – 3: Cockpit assembly, nothing hard here, no problems encountered and it all fell together rather nicely, painting the bits was
what took the most time.
Stage 4: Fuselage closure: Glue fuselage sides together and remem-
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Stage 6: Upper wing and struts…. This stage actually went so quickly
and well for me that if I’d blinked, I’d have missed it ! No dramas whatsoever with anything and all struts went firmly into their locations on
the lower wing or fuselage and amazingly, they held at the correct angle whilst the glue set !!! The top wing then dropped on like a bought
one. No nightmares on this, which is potentially the nastiest stage of
any biplane kit … bonus points to Eduard for that alone !
Stage 7: Undercart – and here I somehow managed to drop a couple
of clangers, the larger of which was left unfixed, for reasons which will
become rather obvious…. It all looks and is easy enough and I make
no excuses. Basically, you cement the two V struts into position under
the fuselage, drop in the spreader bar and cement the wheels to the
axles on the end of the bar… I managed to break the bar in half whilst

removing it from the sprue (clang !), necessitating a break whilst the
glue set on the repair (clanger #1 fixed), then cemented the bar across
the flat bottoms of the V struts, as one does on a 72nd kit (HUGE
CLANG !!!)… The bar goes INSIDE the bottom of the V of the strut,
not underneath !!! Its not exactly clear in the instructions and I only realised what I’d done when I sat the completed kit on its wheels for the
first time and realised the 'sit'; was very nose-high and all wrong… I
doubt I’d get the bar off again without totally destroying it (its already
been repaired once remember) and its only one of my 48th kits anyway…if it had happened on a 72nd kit, I’d have fixed it, even if it meant
scratch building a new crossbar, but I can’t be bothered on a 48th….
(did I mention I’m totally deaf to (no doubt) agonised cries from 48th
diehards ?).
Stage 8: Under the tail: Tailskid and the two tailplane bracing struts, no
problems whatsoever, the parts fall into place as advertised.
Stage 9: Fiddly bits on the top wing – Two handles into two cutouts in
the trailing edge, one each side of the cockpit, make sure that most of
the handle sticks out under the wing so the pilot can grab them and
pull his Lewis gun back and forth to reload and then reposition it. Gun
mounts fall into place without dramas, as does the gun and that’s the
construction phase over.

Miniatures Mithril Silver, Tamiya XF 18 Medium Blue took care of the
cowling. I left the wheel centres silver instead of blue, as called for in
the instructions, because I have at least one photo of this machine in
which the wheel centres cannot possibly be the same colour as the
cowling, so I played for safety and left them silver. I didn’t use the express masks either, I’ve never had any success with them, so they remained on their sheet.
The decals went on extremely well over a coat of floor polish, then
were sealed with an overall spray of Gunze clear flat misted on to tone
down the shine, for once there were no dramas whatsoever to report in
this area, another plus point for the kit. Rigging followed and another
quarter scale ‘world war wunner‘ had joined my growing collection of
such objects.
Recommended - very much so !

Review by Matthew Ward

Colour Scheme and Markings
The kit supplies decals for two all silver doped RFC aircraft, A6787
coded C of 29 Sqn RFC, in which Captain Seymour Shepherd shot
down an Albatross DII, the first of his 9 victories. The second is B1566,
coded C+5 and flown by Canadian ace Captain William 'Billy' ; Bishop
of 80 Sqn RFC, in July 1917, being the machine in which he scored
several victories and won a VC for his solo air-raid on a German airfield on June 20 1917.
I finished mine as ‘Billy‘ Bishop’s with 2 brushed on coats of Citadel
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Supermarine Swift FR.5
CzechMaster Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
Quick History
Experience gained with Supermarine prototypes 510 and 535 led to the
541, a fully operational fighter, which upon Air Ministry acceptance,
was named Swift and ordered into production with an initial contract for
100 aircraft. Powered by the Rolls Royce Avon turbojet, the Swift F Mk
1 entered Squadron service with the RAF on 13 February 1954. After
18 F1’s had been delivered, production switched to the F Mk II, with increased wing chord and 4 cannon armament, 17 examples being built.
Many handling problems led to many modifications and eventually the
F Mk III was produced with the relevant modifications and a higher
thrust Avon powerplant. After the F Mk III production series, production
then switched to the FR 5, which featured a lengthened nose with a
camera port each side and dogtooth leading edges to the wing, replacing the wing fences of the earlier marks and other improvements. Last
variant was the FR 7 all weather interceptor with radar nose and a pair
of Fireflash missiles under the wings. The final Swifts were struck off
RAF charge in 1962.
The Kit
28 cleanly moulded parts in Czechmaster’s usual creamy coloured
resin, 5 main undercarriage parts in black resin, 5 clear plastic parts for
the nose camera bay area and two vacform canopies make up the
parts list. Also included a nice decal sheet for 3 machines, all covered
by separate drawings in the instructions, there’s also two pages of clear
photos of the real thing and a set of instructions to round out the package. This is the second or third kit of the Swift in this scale, the others
being the 1950’s vintage Testor’s/Hawk example, which is of a F Mk III
with the framed canopy and wing fences (thus still viable if you can find
one) and there may have been a limited run injection kit as well. The
Swift is one of those not terribly good early jet fighters the RAF used
during the late 50’s – early 60’s.
Assembly
No clear cut stages here, its all on one sheet, here’s the way I proceeded, out with ye olde sooperdooper glue, the trusty Xacto, a couple
of files and a tube of filler and away we go !
1) Cockpit assembly – There’s a very nicely moulded tub with side panels and bang seat, into which you affix a nicely done stick and set of
rudder pedals. Careful with removing the tub from the moulding block,
its way too easy to remove half the floor whilst you’re about it, I used a
razor saw very carefully and for once managed to get it clear of the
block without any damage (must be getting better at resin kits !) Assemble the finished article into the starboard side of the fuselage
(starboard side, for reasons which will become apparent in stage 2),
add the instrument panel while you’re at it and leave to dry properly,
then paint – done very carefully and for once managed to get it clear of
the block without any damage (must be getting better).
2) Fuselage assembly – Once you’ve finished the above, glue the nose
gear leg into its hole in the starboard fuselage half and then attach its
retraction jack as well, the jack attaches to the inside of the starboard
half (that’s why I specified the starboard half !).
3) Next job is to get the tailpipe off its moulding block and into the starboard fuselage half. Here’s where you could come a real cropper if
you’re not careful. The tailpipe has a very thin bottom to it, to which is
attached its moulding block, razor sawing the block off is not an option,
due to the tailpipe’s rice paper thickness …Muttered imprecations ensued before the realisation hit….the ledge against which the tailpipe
rests in the fuselage has a gap in it, after experimentation, that gap
proved to be nearly wide enough to take the moulding block .. Therefore, remove moulding block either side of the tailpipe, leaving what’s
attached to the tailpipe well alone, a couple of quick swipes with the
pointed tip of the #11 blade in my trusty Xacto knife soon had the gap
wide enough to fix the tailpipe into the fuselage, ensuring what’s left of
the moulding block was in the gap…
4) Once that lot has dried, the aircraft being a nosewheel job, we have
to add some weight to the nose so it’ll stand on its undercart properly,
and there ain’t much room up front, even with that lengthened nose. I
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added a small amount of lead in front of the instrument panel, superglued in and painted black, and a rather larger amount under the cockpit floor behind the nose gear bay and another small amount superglued to the rear of the cockpit bulkhead.. about 6 grammes in all.
Once that’s all in, use PVA to add the clear parts in the nose, or forget
about them and use Crystal Clear at the end of the painting stage (as I
did !).
5) Superglue the fuselage together and leave it alone for 24 hours to
set properly, no accelerators please, you want a good solid join, and
superglue dries harder and stronger if it isn’t accelerated. From this
point on, construction is relatively easy and straightforward.
6) Wings and tailplanes – the tailplanes went straight on without a care
in the world, the once piece wing needed a bit of fussing and filing to
get it into its cutout and level with the bottom of the fuselage, no real
dramas, just lots of careful file-and-fittings until all was well. I then
added the intakes, after first painting them black on the inside. The one
piece vertical tail and spine then went on without any dramas, although
I did have to lengthen its locating slot on the spine of the aircraft by a
few poofteenths.
7) Undercart… I’m not sure I like the idea of black resin for the main
legs, it makes spotting small lines of flash and slight moulding pips a
heck of a lot harder .. It all assembled easily and well though, so no
complaints until I painted it, and then had to carefully trim the aforementioned moulding lines and pips off in situ, then repaint – not nice !
Wheels are no problem and for once Czechmaster have got the axle
sizes right, so you don’t have to hurriedly drill the wheel centre holes
out to a bigger diameter.
Last things added were the lovely vacform canopy and the rather large
teardrop shaped belly tank, no problems encountered with either part
and that was construction complete.
Painting was next, a quick spray of Humbrol 27 Grey with good ol’ 30
green brushed over it in the camouflage pattern took care of the topsides, undersides were given a quick spray of Testors Aluminium
metaliser, sealed when dry with a spray of Gunze clear gloss varnish.
Undercart bays and legs were then picked out with a brushed coat of
Humbrol Medium Sea Grey, when it was all dry, it was decal time.
Three aircraft are catered for on the decal sheet and as mentioned before, each option has its own black and white drawing for colour
scheme and decal placement. Options are:1) XO962/L of 2 Sqn RAF in 1960/61 with white triangle on black rectangle squadron markings each side of the fuselage roundel.
2) XO953/F of 79 Sqn RAF, July 1958 to September 1960, with red arrow on white rectangle squadron markings each side of the fuselage
roundel.
3) WK 293/N of 79 Sqn RAF (renumbered 4 Sqn in January 1961), with
red arrow on white rectangle squadron markings each side of the fuselage roundel AND the more usual 4 Sqn Crest on the nose.
I opted for #3, being a rather interesting set of markings during the
downsizing of the RAF of the period. The decals went on very nicely
over a coat of floor varnish with no problems whatever, after they were
dry, a light coat of Gunze gloss varnish was applied and there’s another
nice kit of an aircraft of the early jet period RAF for your collection.
Recommended – well, it’s a bit pricey, but totally worth it !
Review by Matthew Ward
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Catalogue: Refer to text.

Decals cover the two colour scheme’s flown by 25 Squadron RAAF
Reserve in the early 1990s. The first consists of an overall orange and
white, with the Roulette style white tail. The second is similar, but with
the 2 FTS style orange tail, and the words “RAAF Reserve” above the
fuselage roundels. Serials included for A7-011 & A7-084.

Scales: 1/72 & 1/48
Decals consist of three sheets with the following Contents and Media: Instruction sheet, colour and white decal
sheets.
Price: A$8.00 - $16.00.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: Macchi Anniversary schemes, Chief of Air Staff, and
many other Macchi scheme’s not previously covered.
Disadvantages:
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in
Anniversary schemes or Australian Defence Force aircraft.

AAF-85 Part 3 - 25 Squadron MB-326 Trial Grey Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-016 & A7-084 by 25 Squadron in the mid
1990s in a trial (later adopted) Grey scheme. These aircraft were
painted overall Dark Sea Grey (not Gunship) with black markings.

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-41 - The Office of Chief of Air Staff MB-326 Red, White, &
Blue Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-047 which was flown by the Chief of Air
Staff in the mid 1980. The airframe is overall gloss white, with red and
blue markings. “Chief of Air Staff” title and RAAF Crest are located on
the tail.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, tail markings,
and all red and blue markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-85 Part 2 - 25 Squadron MB-326 Standard Camo Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-025 by 25 Squadron in the mid 1990s.
This aircraft was received from 76 Squadron and retained its camouflage colour scheme.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-85 Part 1 - 25 Squadron MB-326 Fanta Can Scheme
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AAF-42 Part 1 - 2 Flying Training Scheme MB-326 “Fanta Can”
Scheme

service. Care should be taken when masking this scheme during painting.

Decals cover the aircraft A7-035 as seen in 1988 flown by 2 Flying
Training School. Markings consist of the standard 2FTS orange and
white scheme, with orange tail and standard squadron markings on the
tail. Fuselage markings also include the squadron crest and Macchi
silhouettes for each course that have graduated on that airframe.

Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-42 Part 2 - 2 Flying Training School Commemorative MB-326
Fanta Can Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-088 as seen in 1988 flown by 2 Flying
Training School. Markings consist of the standard Roulette orange and
white scheme, with a map of Western Australia and silhouette of a
swan and two Macchis.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-11 - 76 Squadron 25th Anniversary 1992 MB-326
Decals cover the aircraft A7-070, flown by 76 Squadron in 1992 with
the Macchi’s 25th Anniversary markings. The airframe was painted
overall Dark Sea Grey (not Gunship) with black and trim. All Anniversary markings and trim are supplied. Tail markings are made easy by
painting the tail white and overlaying the black tail markings.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, and all anniversary markings.
White decals included for the roundels to ensure clarity and all
white anniversary markings.

AAF-12 - 76 Squadron 30th Anniversary MB-326 Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-022, flown by 76 Squadron in the late
1990s with the Macchi’s 30th Anniversary markings. The airframe was
painted overall Dark Sea Grey (not Gunship) with Red tail and black
panther on both the nose and tail, The red band on the fuselage lists
every squadron and unit which flew the Macchi in both RAAF and RAN
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Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, and all anniversary markings.
White decals included for the roundels to ensure clarity and all
white anniversary markings.

AAF-62 - CFS “Roulette” Display Team
Decals cover the two colour scheme’s in which the Roulette’s aerobatic team served. The fist consists of an overall orange and white,
with the “R” symbol on the tail and Australian Flag on the fuselage
side. The second covers the scheme of the RAAFs Diamond Jubilee.
The plans also cover the early and late wing markings. Serials included for A7-030 & A7-090.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Australian Flag
ands Roulette markings.
White decals included for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-09 - 76 Squadron MB-326 Camo “Pink Swan” Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-005 by 76 Squadron in the early 1990s.
This aircraft was painted in a British Standard camouflage scheme.
The standard 79 Squadron crest has a pink swan (2 FTS emblem) in
the jaws of the panther. This was added during some squadron rivalry.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-10 - 76 Squadron MB-326 Grey Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-080, flown by 76 Squadron in the mid
1990s. The airframe was painted overall Dark Sea Grey (not Gunship)
with 76 Squadron markings on the tail.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

•

ings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity, and aircraft serials.

AAF-86 - ARDU MB-326 Macchi “Fanta Can” Scheme
Decals cover the two airframes flown by the Aircraft Research and Development Unit. The first consists of an overall orange and white, with
the Roulette style white tail and ARDU Squadron markings. The second is similar, but with the 2 FTS style orange tail. Serials included for
A7-005 ; A7-030. For those who have the Stewart Wilson book
“Vampire, Iroquois, and Macchi”, this set and also make an ARDU
Macchi without the wing tanks.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, ARDU markings,
including photo reference points.
White decals included for the roundels to ensure clarity.

All decals are available from Hawkeye Models Australia:
Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron markings.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

AAF-31 - 79 Squadron MB-326 “Skull” Grey Scheme
Decals cover the aircraft A7-005 by 79 Squadron in the late 1990s.
This aircraft was one airframe which had its wings swapped with another aircraft in order to delay its retirement and remain airworthy. The
wings are British Standard camouflage in the upper side and light sea
Grey underneath, while the fuselage is overall Dark Sea Grey scheme.
Yellow anti-collision markings are located on the nose, tail, and wings
and the squadrons “Skull” marking adorns the tail.

Steve Evans - sgevans@bigpond.com
Many thanks to Model Alliance (Hawkeye Models) for the review copies!
Review by Ryan Hamilton

Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Skull marking.
White decals included for the roundels to ensure clarity and all
white anniversary markings.

AAF-78 - 79 Squadron MB-326 “Last of the Macchi’s” 1967-2001
This aircraft is the standard Dark Sea Grey all over. Squadron tail
markings, similar to that applied to the RAAF Hawk 127 was applied.
This aircraft was the last to be flown by the RAAF before retirement.
Serial for A7-096 is included.
Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, Squadron mark-
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Revell/Monogram 1/24 Model T Hotrod
Scale: 1/24th
Kit Review
Review by Chris Davies
This is a ‘Special Edition‘ re-release of the old Monogram mouldings
from the ‘60s. There are a few changes but it is essentially the same.
There are 103 white, chromed and clear parts and 6 vinyl tires. The
chrome is nice and even and the white parts are well detailed.
The body is well proportioned but needs a good sanding to get rid of
the ripples. The tractor body needs the same treatment. The tailgates
have bad sink marks and will require careful filling and sanding. The
radiator shell isn’t too bad and just needs a good sanding on its sides.
The chassis has a lot of sink marks and needs a good flat-sanding to
make it look good. The front and rear suspensions are all chrome
plated and only need detail painting. The seams on the plated parts
aren’t too bad but the large gates will require touching up with chrome
silver.
The interior is a basic well-detailed tub with engraved carpet, mats,
and pleated sides. The seat cushion is a separate part. There are two
misaligned ejector pin marks punched right on the mat edges and

these will be hard to fix. The kit is left-hand drive but is easily converted to R.H.D. Just fill the steering column hole on the left-hand side,
and redrill on the right. Don’t forget the pedals and remember to tidy
up the undersurface.
The engine is a small-block Chevrolet with a choice of tunnel ram and
twin holly carbs or a single four-barrel on an Edelbrock Torker II manifold. The block and head engraving is weak and all accessories are
moulded in. The oil-pan is not separate and has a seam that needs
removing.
The wheels are jelly-bean style mags on the trailer and rear-end and
well-done wire wheels on the front. The tyres are Goodyear Rally GT’s
and Dunlops on front. Tread detail is OK but the seams really need
cleaning up.
This kit fits together well and is a great kit for super-detailers to go to
town on. No two T-buckets are exactly the same so, with a little basic
reference, anything can be done with it. It’s just a pity that all the really
good engines and drivelines are in 1/25. Nevertheless this is a good
starting point and is very jewel-like when built and painted. It really
looks the part.
These kits are limited editions so be quick as there are only 10,000
kits world-wide. This may seem like a lot, but they will disappear in no
time. Despite its rarity it is not expensive (under $30.00) and is recommended.

Editor’s Note The graphics for the two Macchi Decal
sheets that I could not fit on the previous
review pages.
Note that many of the aircraft subjects
included are covered in greater detail
(photos, info etc) in our various Macchi
articles in past issues of ‘in Miniature’
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Red Roo Models Decals
Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd

RRD4827 - Boomerang BF-M 'Miss Albany' $5.00
also available in 1/72 as RRD7228 Boomerang BF-M 'Miss Albany'
$5.00

This sheet gives you the fuselage Codes and serials (plus individual
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - one 4 view colour C&M inname) to make the scheme for one individual aircraft (BF-M A48-227).
structions plus one B&W sheet of instructions for usage (very well
Roundels are now included on the sheet along with plain White circles to
done), plus one decal sheet.
back them.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail and
colour. Good instructions.

RRD4832 - P-40E Kittyhawk 2 OTU $9.95
also available in 1/72 as RRD7233 - P-40E Kittyhawk 2 OTU $9.95

This sheet gives you the fuselage Codes and serials to make the
scheme for one individual aircraft (CD-A A29-28). Roundels are now
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
included on the sheet along with plain White circles to back them.
enhancement of models of these subjects.
Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings (4
Gary Byk from Red Roo has recently reprinted a number of his decals
angles) of the subjects, plus very good instructions on decal application.
that are sold under the 'Wombat Decals' logo as conventional machine
printed decals instead of the Alps printed versions previously available.
All sets are available from Red Roo Models:
Listed below are the first two released. I have repeated the Boomerang
review previously seen in the last issue due to this new format.
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!
Review by Steve Mackenzie
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Display Models Mar, Apr &
May 2004 Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does
not have all the photos comprising the models from the Mar, Apr & May
2004 meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is
all I can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to
reproduce them.
In addition Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of photos at
each meeting for use on the Club's new website at 'www.ipmsnsw.org' .
There are many more photos available for perusal at the Club’s website
listed above.

.
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